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FOREWORD
It is difficult, if not impossible, for people living fairly comfortably
in'weII-ordered and free conditions in the West to imagine the misery

camps for long years of exhausting forced labour, because they Qre --deemed to be a potential danger to the cruel regime of the Kremlin

clique, who is afiaid of the slightest whiff of free thought? - \IrLrr,rr\
Human words are too feeble to describe the abyss of degradation
into which ordinarv men and women have been thrown by the
cynical power-drunk heirs of the Russian Tsars. At times even the
life of beasts of burden under the worst master, seems preferable
to the pitiful lot of human beings endowed with the precious gifts
of soul and reason, suffering under the heartless Russian Co,mmunist "
slave-drivers.
The present book, which is made available to the public of the
free world, makes an attempt to outline in the given space the main
facts about the concentration camps in the Bolshevist Russian "prison
of peoples", known as the "Ifnion of Soviet Socialist Repu-blics". The
traditions of slave labour in Tsarist Russia are traced and their rich
flowering in the "Communist" Russian Empire in its various periods
is described in some detail. Particular attention is paid to that extremely important aspect, so little understood in the West, namelv

1T:''
victims of the concentration camp regime in the USSR.

the

It is hoped that this study may lead to a better understandinB of
the evil in the Russian Bolshevist system which is advocated by
people such as the notorior.ls Hangman O_f Ukraine and Hungary'
iVitita Khnrshchov, and recommended as the epitomy of ju^stice and

humanitarianism to the rest of mankind.
Ttre present publication is pa,rt oJ th9 collected reports and documenti publislied under the fitle "Russian Oppression in lIkraine".
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CHAPTER

SI,AVE TAB()UR

IN TSARIST NUSSIA ANII IN THE USSR

The existence of slave labour and of concentration camps in the
Soviet Union, though it is a question on which there can be no doubt,
continues to be an obscure matter and one which is far removed from
the majority of people who have the good fortune to be free. It is
difficult to imagine that about 10 per cent of the population of the
prison of nations which goes bv the name of Soviet Union are interned
in slave labour camps. And it is even more difficult to realize that the
overwhelming majority of these prisoners were and are persons who
belong to the peoples subjugated bv Russia.
Few people know exactly who these prisoners are, or why they are
in the camps, or what their nationalitv is. Russian emigrants, relying
on the ignorance of the free world, spread fairvtales about "the
millions of Russians living in the concentration camps." Thev do so
for two reasons: in the first place, in order to make the world believe
that there is neither discrimination nor national oppression in the
Soviet Union, and that the Russian Communist regime does not treat
the Russians with favouritism and does not persecute the peopLes it
rules (the non-Russian peoples) to the death; secondly, in order to
make the world believe that, apart from the peoples of the Baltic
countries, the other peoples are "peoples of Russia," or quite simply
Russians. These two reasons, though thev seem to be contradictory,
prompt the Russian emigrants to make exaggerated statements and
protestations whenever the truth is made known. Proud of the
conquests and of the strength of Soviet Russia ("never before has
Russia been so powerful, never before has she made the whole world
tremble"), they have one objective in mind in acting thus: namelv, to
prove that Russia is not responsible for the advance of Communism;
to prove that it is not Russia but "international Communism" which
is a menace to the free world; to prove that Communism has not
become the instrument of modern Russian imperialism, and to
endeavour to preserve the conquests of Soviet Russia after the
possible downfall of Communism.

Russia trIas Always Availed Herself of slave Labour

for disloyaltY to the regime'
"The New Era"

them.
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Nevertheless, slave labour could be foreseen from the beginning of
the "new era" in Russia. But in conformity with Communist ideas

and phraseology, the Russians this time changed its name and also its
definition. The old system of slave labour was abolished, but in 1919
the term "corrective labour" was introduced. In March that same year
the Congress of the Bolsheviks approved the programme of the Party,
in which it was stated that "labour is the principal method of
correction.'l.Subsequently, in April 1919, the President of the Executive Committee of Soviet Russia, M. Kalinin, signed the decree "On
the camps for corrective labour in R.S.F.S.R." (that is to sav, the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic).5)
It is interesting to note that at that time the Soviet Union did not
yet exist. Ukraine, Georgia and other states were constantly at war
with Russia. These states, even after their occupation by the Russian
Communist army, were not incorporated in the Russian Federation.
They remained independent, as it were, under the Soviet regime
enforced by Russian bayonets, untiL L924, the year of the compulsorv
adoption of the constitution of the U.S.S.R.6) Actually, their status was
that of Russian satellites. But the laws adopted by the government of
Russia were automaticallv applied in the occupied states.
It is a generally accepted fact that the first real Russian concentration camp was set up in 1923 on the islands of Solovetskiye in the White
Sea.7) This is not, however, quite correct. This camp was probablv
the first one to which, frorn 1922 onwards, the new Russian regime
sent prisoners whom it regarded as dangerous. In fact, one cannot say
for certain whether the fi.rst camp was established in L922 or in 1923.
Certain authorities on the subject and former internees affirm that
prior to 1922 there were already about a hundred small concentration
camps in Soviet Russia.s)

The Solovetskiye Islands
The Solovetskiye islands or Solovki
the name given
several
- Anser, Muksolma,to Greater
islands, which include Greater Solovetskiv,

Hare, Lesser Hare, Konde and Voroniye
first appear in history
- when the Monastery
from the end of the 16th century onwards,
of
St. Zosim and St. Savatiy was founded. Under Tsar Ivan the Terrible

One of the first prisoners in this early concentration camp was the
last commander-in-chief of the Ukrainian Cossacks of tlne Zaporozhian
Sich, Petro Kalnyshevsky. Since she was unwilling to tolerate an'y
remnants of independence in Ukraine, Russia decided to suppress them
and to transform Ukraine into a Russian province. Catherine II issued
an order to the effect that the Ukrainian Cossacks were to be disarmed
and that their encampments were to be destroyed. After having
captured their leader by a trick, she had their main camp encircled by
surprise by 65,000 of her soldiers and by 50 cannon. Those who did
not want to perish in the vollev of the Russian cannon and guns were
thus obliged to surrender. Kalnyshevskv was sent to the islands of
Solovetskive.e) He remained a captive in the dttngeon of the citadel
from L775 to 1801. Released at the age of 110, he had neither the
courage nor the strength to return to Ukraine and died on the islands
jn 1803. Ukrainian prisoners who were interned there during the vears
L922 to 1941 could read on the waII of the church the inscription in
Russian above his tomb: "Here lie the remains of the servant of God,
Petro Kalnyshevsky, commander-in-chief of the armv of the Zaporozhians, once dangerous, deported to this monasterv bv order of Her
Imperial Majesty, the Empress Catherine II, for expiation. He expiated
and died on JuIy 26, 1803."10)
The case of the commander-in-chief of the Ukrainian Cossacks, who
at that time represented the only rampart of Ukrainian independence,
which had aiready been limited, is indeed symbolical: crime, punishment and expiation. "Holv" Russia was indeed very severe towards
this old Ukrainian.
The number of persons imprisoned in the citadel of Solovetskive up
to the time of the Communist coup d'6tat in Russia ranged from 10
to 30. Until 1919 the monasterv remained under the administration of
the Russian monks. In that year thev Ieft the islands and fled to
London.ll) From L922 onwards the monasterv was once more reopened
to receive new prisoners, this time far greater in number.
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CHAPTER

II

THE ARBITRARY NATURE OF RUSSIAN tAW

Cheka

-

GPU

-

NKVD

-

MVD

-

KGB

At the outset, that is to say until 1923-1924 when the Soviet Union
was founded, the question of setting up a vast system of concentration
camps did not arise. Since the Russians hoped that the introduction of

the Soviet regime in the occupied countriesl) would be affected as
easily as in Russia thanks to the passive attitude of the masses, thev
did not consider it necessary to exploit the internees in the camps
economically. On the whole, undesirable Russian or foreign elements
and, above all, the nationalists of the occupied countries were

ruthlessly shot.
The law and its administration of the prisons and camps, from
December 20, 1917, to Februarv 6, 1922, remained in the hands of
the VeCheka (Extraordinarv Pan-Russian Commission), the militar=;
and police organ, acting in the service of the Council of Russian
Commissars (that is to say Ministers) in order to cornbat counterrevolution, espionage, speculation and brigandage in Russia proper.
The authority of the Cheka \,vas extended to the non-Russian
territories with the conquests carried out bv the Russian Communist
Army.
It is obvious that during this period Soviet repression rvas directed
above all against the former big landovv'ners, the capitalists and the
tsarist functionari.es in Russia, and subsequentlv, with the occupation
of the neighbouring states, against the same persons, further against
the members of the armed forces and of the national administration
of these states.
On February 6, 1922, the Cheka was replaced bv the OGPU (United
State Po1itical Administration), and the concentration camp svstem
began to assume a clear and definite form.
On November 15, 1923, the Russians established a Juridical Body
in the service of the OGPU with authority to arrest, deport, confi.ne
in a camp, or shoot any person arbitrarilv, solelv on the strength of
an administrative decision.2) Thus began the flrst stage in the development of the Russian Communist concentration camp svstem.
The second stage commenced about the middle of 1934 with the
foundation of the NKILD (People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs).

On July 10, 1934, the GUGB (Chief Directorate of State Security) was
formed to take the place of OGPU. This new organ was incorporated
D ass.umed the administra-

+

'I

As confiEreclE-official
4, the Special Conference
(Osoboye Sovyeshchaniye or OSSO), consisting of the People's
Commissar (Minister) of the NKVD, his deputies and the public
prosecutor of the USSR, was founded and placed in the service of the
NKVD. This "Conference" was in realitv a committee, entrusted with
the administration of the arbitrarv Russian laws, which was vested
with the authority "to enforce the law, by administrative means, interdiction of residence, deportation, incarceration in a corrective
labour camp for a period of up to 5 years."8)
It was the OSSO which, without trial and in the absence of the
accused, passed sentences based on the reports of NKVD agents and in
this way flIled the concentration camps r,vith_p_risoners. The sentence
was as a rule 5 years internment, but the OSSO alwavs extended it
for another 5 years. Actually, from 1936 on'uvards, the OSSO passed
sentences ranging from 5 to 25 years.a) The ordinary, special and
military courts only concerned themselves with legallv defined cases
in which the guilt of the accused was evident and was proved in the

formal way. If an examining magistrate had anv doubts about a case,
he passed it on to the OSSO.
The NKVD was renamed in March 1946 and since then has been
designated as the MVD (Ministrv for Internal Affairs). But this change
of name did not bring about anv change in the Russian police system.
An official Russian document states that "the OSSO, subordinate to the
Ministry for Internal Affairs (MVD) is authorized to impose on persons
who are a social danger imprisonment in a corrective labour camp."5)
Thus the OSSO continued its existence and its work. In Mav 1956,
certain Western newspapers published the statement made by the
President of the Supreme Court of the USSR to the effect that the
OSSO had been suppressed on the strength of the decree issued on
December 1, 1953.6) But this decree had not been made public, and it is questionable whether credence can be given to the statement
made by the President of the Supreme Court.
Another organ of the secret police was created at the same time as
the MVD in 1946: namely the MGB (Ministry for State Security).
Some of the prerogatives of the MVD were transferred to the N{GB,
and in this way the entire concentration camp svstem was divided into
two main categories: the camps where discipline was more or less
slack and which were supervised by the MVD, and the camps where
discipline was severe and which were supervised by the MGB.
After the death of Stalin, MVD chief Beria, hoping to win the
struggle for power, unified the two ministries. His liquidation brought
with it the reorganization of the two organs by the so-called "collective
Ieadership," and the administration of the secret police passed into
the hands of the KGB (Committee of State Securitv), where the key
positions were given to the friends of Khrushchov. Subsequentlv, the
10

functions of the all-powerful IVIVI began to diminish, the supervision

of the concentration camps passed to the public prosecutor of the

military authority
and then under the authority of the KGB. Finally the MVD was
deprived of its function of ensuring the protection of important
economic and strategic objectives (this function was assigned to the
KGB) and all that it retained was control of the militia, the flrebrigades, the issuing of passports, registration of births and deaths,
and various other minor functions.
In January 1960, on the strength of a decree of the Supreme Soviet,
the MVD of the Soviet Union was liquidated and its functions were
transferred to the Ministries of the Interior of the national republics.
Moscow was quick to announce the "liquidation" of the I/IVD, without,
however, stating that the most important prerogatives of the MVD
had long since been transferred to the KGB. But the decree of the
Supreme Soviet, contrary to all expectations, did not mean an extension of the rights of the national republics or the democratization of
the political regime of the Russian imperium.
The KGB, a terrible police instrument, has by degrees assumed
the importance and the role of the former organs of terrorism.
state, and the special troops of the MVD came under

Arbitrariness under the Tsars
The arbitrary nature of Russian laws did not come into being with
the advent of Bolshevist power. The Russian Communists merelv
developed the arbitrariness practised in Russia by the tsarist

government.
so a book on the conditions
"An authoritarian state at all times"
- has always been characteof freedom in the USSR states
"f[sssia
rised by a large measure of administrative
interference in the life of
its inhabitants, and in particular by the practice of administrative
deportation or administrative internment. Without going back to the
days of serfdom, when every landowner had the right to deport his
peasants to Siberia, it is interesting to note that during the last decades
of tsarist rule the system of administrative deportation was based on
the 'provisions relative to the measures for state and public security'
hich accorded to the Ministry of the Interior the right to
'distant regions' of Russia or of Siberia, for a period of
5 years, persons suspected of seditious activities. This practice
constituted the basis of the repressive measures of the regime with
regard to political opposition."T)
Obviously it was the political opposition of the nations oppressed
by Russia which was hit hardest by these measures.
Lenin, who himself had been deported to Siheria, designated the
law of 1881 ds "one of the most stable, basic laws of the Russian
Empire." The Russian opponents of the tsarist regim and Lenin,
11
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too, was one of them
demanded "that the police should not be able
to imprison people without
a trial and that the functionaries should

Russian imperialism, because he had related in his poems the sufferings
and hardship that Ukraine was obliged to endure, and because he had
expressed the conviction in these poems that Ukraine shouid be free.
To the sentence passed on him, the tsar added in his own hand:
"Prohibited from writing and drawing." Taras Shevchenko was

sentenced to banishment

for life, hut Tsar Nicholas I died and the

poet.

Amongst the documents preserved in the Lenin Museum in Moscow
there are some personal letters which he wrote to his wife Krupskaya
n. In qne
llovys: "You ask
time?'I7
I go hunting...
ury pL{y
a, who went to
s6me tim
memoirs: "Life
in Shushenskovell) was very cheap. For the money that Lenin received
from the state
eight roubles a month
he
able to have a clean
- a day and also get- his was
room, three meals
clothes laundered. The
peasant with whom Lenin stayed during his deportation used to kill
a sheep every week, and Lenin had meat for his meals every day.
Milk, eggs, bread and vegetables were provided bv the peasant free
of charge. Lenin had a servant... In his room there was a large librarv
and he used to receive a-}ot of letters every day... for he was in charge
of the edition of newspapers in St. Petersburg and abroad..."
Russian Laws Are Applied to the Whole World

We have alreadv mentioned the fact that the extension of the
power of the Cheka to the neighbouring territories (non-Russian)
went hand in hand with the conquests effected by the Russian Communist army. This holds good not only for the Cheka but also for all
the other subsequent Russian police and juridical organs. Proof of
L2

this fact can be seen from a secret Russian document. In an account
!
:
+
!

i

"The soviet code is applied to the whole world and, above all,
wherever the Red Army arrives, the citizens are immediatelv judged
by their past and by the actions committed bv previous generations.tt,')

It is futile to look for a distinction regarding the nationalities or
a national and racial discrimination in the Russian laws. These lalvs
are called "Soviet" laws, a term which is misleading. Thev are the
same for all the Soviet Repuhlics, and all the nationalities come und.er
the provisions of these laws, both in theorv and in practice.

suspected of espionage (10 to 25 years); S.V.E. hostile social
elements, S.O.E.
dangerous social elements, and S.N.E.
untrust- vary, in
(sentences for these three categories
worthv social elements
general from 5 to 25 years).l8)
About 90 per cent of the internees in the Soviet camps are political
prisoners, sent there for the reasons mentioned above, or, sornetimes,
for no given reason. Sentences for counter-revolutionary activitv,
espionage, treason, diversionism; sabotage, anti-Russian and antiSoviet agitation and propaganda, membership of a secret nationalist,
revolutionary or military organization, are passed in accordance with
Article 58 of the Russian Penal Code, which comprises 14 paragraphs.
AII political, social, cultural or national activitv directed against the
interests of Russia and of her regime is regarded as a "counterrevolutionarv crime." Article 58 contains a precise definition of a
counter-revolutionary crime, namelv as follows:
Every act
"58-1
shake or to undermine
tle_pory_er- of the sovie
nd of the governments
of the union of the so
of the republics of the
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Union and of the autonomous re
in conformity with t
Republics and with
tending to shake or
the Soviet Socialist RePublics
national conquests of the Prole
counter-revolutionary crime.

Republic, that is
Soviet Union, for
laws aPPlied to th
are the laws of
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Volume VIII of the same Encyclopedia, published in 1981, states
that the Solovetskiy Monastery is "actually-a concentration camp.,,2)

Why this change? What had happened iri the meantime?

me andjo

ai
ahe
li

to
he

atro4 Janops

ffiffT"f
i,ffi#I,i"%ffi"*,?H,H3ffix'lH*urffi :
Soviet Union), undesirabltdangeroufpersons suspeited of counter-

rev-olutionary actiiiTv, etc.; rnT; ffiptoy
the-grtsoners
+d__{ePprtees in the framework of the' economic development of
the USSR.
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This leads us to assume that three factors must have played a
principal part in the realization of the Russian plan: a) the slave
labour of the prisoners in the concentration camps; b) the slave labour
of the deportees in the undeveloped regions; and c) compulsorv
collectivization.

In

to carrv out the flrst Five-Year PIan. "It was
were
'liquidated as a class' and transformed into slave workers. In March
1931, at the 6th Congress of the Soviets, Molotov stated that over a
million deportees from the rural areas were emploved in felling wood
in the forests of the north. On June 1, 1934, at the 7th Congress of
the Soviets, Molotov affirmed that of the 51/z million peasants declared
'kulaks' in 1929, there were only 140,000 left. That is to say, more
than 5 million, according to official statistics (and probablv more),
had been liquidated by death or bv deportation. It was on March 26,
1928, that
in the framework of the Five-Year Plan the first
- the work
decree was-issued prescribing 'the use on a large scale of
of the prisoners.' On May 21, L928, an official circular of the Central
Executive Committee of the USSR recommended 'the general emplovment of the work of individuals under the provisions of measures of
social protection' in order to 'realize a series of economic projects by
reducing expenditure considerably'."5)
1928 Moscow began

at that time that millions of 'kulaks' (small land-owners)

The Nurnber of Prisoners

Our assumption is irrefutablv confirmed by the enormous increase
in the number of victims from l92B-L929 onwards.
According to the statistics drawn up by a Russian, Alexander
Ouralov, the number of prisoners during the years 1922-1941 was
as followso):

of the former regime, priests);
L927:140,000 (white guardists, priests, former members of antiBolshevist parties);
1930: 1,500,000 (ku1aks, businessmen established after the NEP,
technicians of bourgeois origin and white guardists, priests,
bourgeois, aristocracy, etc.);
1922: 6,000 (officers, functionaries

L932: 2,500,000 (peasants);
1936: 6,500,000 (peasants, workers, intellectuals of working-class and
peasant origin);
1938: 11,500,000 (the same categories as in 1936);
1941: 13,500,000 (workers, peasants, intellectuals of the former
regime).
These figures must be regarded as approximate and as lower than
the actual flgures. Other experts estimate that in 1941 the number of
prisoners was about 18 million (Ukrainian sources) and in 1957 about
23 million.T)
In addition O. C. Pfeiffer states in his book on Siberias) that the
Soviet Russian authorities admitted in 1935 that at that time there
16

. B. Souvarine is

Ieast 15 million
re mentioned by
According. to the calculations of s. schwarzl,), there Sti"'i01"'r1l"#
prisoners in 1939.
.For the period 1944-1945 Kravchenko estimates 20 milIion. Mme E.
-Lipper.
quotes an admission made by the functionaries of the NKVD;
ac.cording_ to _which the total numi:er of prisoners in 1g4B was lz
million, _the decrease in the total number-being due to the famine
during.the Previous years. The British Member 6t paotiament Stokes
stated in December 1948 that the Soviet Union at that time had more
than 17 million prisoners
Communist El Campesino
1948 one could affirm that
to say, citizens of the USSR
persons
ionalities
Germans,
members
- deportedJapanese,
gf peop
had been
b" exiied.;*) In
Decemb
of the US gov6rnment gave the fotal
number
Russian gamps as 18 milli"on.ls) A source
of information closelv connected with the Organrzation of 'Ukrainian
Natiolaliglg (OJIN) estimates that in 1950 the number of prisoners
was 15 million.la)

The Israeli journalist J. Margolin, who was interned in soviet
camps from 1940 to L945, estimated in 1gbl that the number of
prisoners was 10 million.I5) But whereas Joseph Scholmer states that
during the years 1950-19b1 the total numbLr must have been 15
million, V. Andreyev, former inspector of Russian concentration camps
from 1934 to 1941, affirmed in 1g51 that "there must be between 12
and 14 million, possibly 15 million persons in the camps,,,16) and G.
Yershov, former colonel of the Red Army and co*marrdant of the
repatriation camps for Soviet subjects after the war expressed the
opinion that the figure of 15 to L7 million was more exact for the
year 1951.17)
o. C. Pfeiffer in his book published in LgDz accepts the figure of
20 million as the most likelv figure for 1951-1952.1s) During the years
1953-1955 the number of political prisoners alone was iO miilion,
according to the estimate of a former German prisoner, B. Roeder.le)
U.S. News and Wor1d Report stated in 1956 that D. Dallin estimated
the number of prisoners at that time between 12 and 15 million, but
that other estimates put the figure for 1956 at 2i million.20)
The main fault of the statistics drawn up by Ouralov and other
writers is that they endeavour to give this multi-national mass of
prisoners in the Russian camps a nationally Russian aspect, and
Ouralov classifies this mass according to social origin in conformity
with the Russian Communist method.
L7

Nationality of Prisoners

Germans, etc.

May 26th,

18

1951.

meant the Ukrainians and the Byelorussians by this
Editor's note),
these Caucasians, these Tatars, these Mongols, these- Siberians, these
tribes from Cntral Asia. .."'3) That was in 1943. In the course of her
that there were also Germans, Austrians,
ns, Latvians, and Jews in the camps. She
nians, but she did not learn to distinguish
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CHAPTER

IV

TISTIMONY BY FORIItsR PRISONERS

Mass

Arrival of Ukrainians

Mme Lipper gives an a
1944, 1945
young girls, who were be
and had been sentenced
to Article 58, paragraPh 1, on ac
Kolyma. They carne from Western Ukr
having belonged to the organization o
Sovief officers who interrogated these
and kicked them with boots until thev
were taken to the prisoners' hospitals

in Kolyma in

their poor, battered chest and
saw women and girls arriving

deported from Ukraine to
ged to work in the munitiontaking them back to the USSR
countrv. No accusation was
their
to
return
to
and had been happy
^against
them and they were not tried before a
i"i*"ity brought
judge. it war not until they reached Magadan that they were told
ifr"t they had been sentenced to 10 years imprisonment in a camp
for high treason."2)
We should like to point out that during the years 1944-1946 not
only Ukrainian women were arrested but also men, the latter in even
greater number than the former.
But even the mass arrival of new Ukrainian prisoners failed to
make Mme. Lipper realize that the Ukrainians and the Russians do
not constitute one nation, but are two entirelv different nations.
The other witnesses in the lawsuit in Paris do not give any precise
or valid information on the nationalitv of the prisoners. Each of them
talks about his compatriots, in spite of the fact that their number
might have been comparatively insignificant (Spaniards, Czechs, Jews,
20

2L

of ears of corn, like the secret grinding o-f grain, was regarded. as
r"Uoi"S. of th6 harvesting plqn rnd liable to punishment on the

strength of Article 58, ParagraPh
penalties: death or dePortation to
B. Podolak, whose nationalitY
a Russian in the rePort of the C.I.
counter-revolutionary activity. H
literature at the UniversitY of
contents of his dePosition one ca
professor, but C.I.C.
This lack of precisio
the fact that one car
the circles of the numerous Ukrai
"I was arrested in November 1935 in Kyiv. In JuIv 1936... I was
sentencea to five years detention in a concentration car_nP, without
College 9f
triil and. on the"strength of the decision of the aSpecial
with group of consid"
f whom were professors,
intellectuals in general,
s amongst them, I was sent to
Vorkuta."T)
Mme J. Kovalska, a Germ.an, remained in Kolyma from 1938 to
1948. Her general surveY of the
wave of those who PeoPled the
consisted of political prisoners: Tr
had violated the law on collectiv
new wave of Prisoners consisted
tionaries who 'riere in actual fact liquidated in the course of the two
camps,_the same cannot be said of the
v""i. *fri.fr they spent in the
iroles, for an amnesty was introduced in their favour the moment a
g the second and
ho arrived at the
offences against
o,'f,uoTl3'

3l

"ii8i',fll'*;'

Y:1:

lasov armv. The Bandera men, whq
already arrived at the camp looking lik_e_gallev-s1aves,. were-subjected
to even worse treatment than the V1asov men' And they were
liquidated within a short time."8)
I. Ratmirov, a Russian ar
Gornoshorsk in Siberia as a
point of view, was worst at the
iollowing flgures to You: of- 28 to
the month of April in 1938; the
had previously been conflned in
Turkestan and in the Caucasus'
climatic conditions... I remember
ntenced to 10 Years detention and
Caucasus."s) If one bears in mind
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the fact that to every imperialist Russian south Russia means Ukraine,
then one will realize what nationality the prisoners, to whom I.
Ratmirov is referring, were.
G. Petrov, a Russian mill-director who employed numerous
prisoners for the beneflt of the state, remained in the USSR until
1950: "From 1936 to 1940 these prisoners were for the most part
intellectuals and peasants from Ukraine and from Central Russia."l0)
The term Central Russia probablv means the Central Soviet Union,
which is, however, by no means the same thing from the point of
view of nationalitv.
V. Andreyev, a Russian, was an inspector of concentration camps
from 1934 to 1941. When a member of the tribunal of the C.I.C.R.C.
asked him whether there were a large number of non-Russians in the
Soviet camps, Andr
is a considerable percentage,
above all since the
, the Baltic countries, Norlh
Bukovina and Bes
also a number of Chinese
prisoners who crossed the frontier in order to escape persecution." He,
too, was afraid to sav something which might bring up the subject
of the national question in the USSR, and for this reason he preferred
to consider all the population of the Soviet Union as Russian.ll)
J- Sad, a Czech, was arrested in Carpatho-Ukraine in 1945, along
s'ith 2,500 other men and women. Thev were taken to the camp of
Junkom, at Donbas, ukraine. J. Sad stated: "There were numerous
foreigners amongst us, namelv Dutchmen, Spaniards,
Greeks, and
Hungarians, but, above all, Poles, and the - Czechs, Slovaks and
Ukrainians constituted the majoritv in the camp." fn the same region,
according to his statement, there were four other camps. In one of
these camps the prisoners during the vears 1945 to 1948 were mainlv
nuns and Jewish women. The nuns were of Hungarian and Ukrainian

nationality.")
This brings the flrst of our series of testimonies to an end. We
should like to add that the C.I.C.R.C. has in the meantime endeavoured
to be a little more objective by emphasizing beneath the text of the
report by the Investigation Committee that, as regards the repressive
measure applied in the case of the "kulaks" and "under the other
(permanent) counts of indictment, the Ukrainian population in
partieular was badly hit."18)
Solovki from 1922 to

1938
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L922-1927: The camp comprised all the Sotovetskiye Islands and
was organized on the lines of the military prison camps during the
era of the civil war in Russia. This aaministrative itructure was

continued their struggle against Russia and her nev/ regime. "Prior
to my evacuation from the camp (September 25, t929)
writes one
of the survivors
the criminals were not very numerous;
most of
- Ukrainians peasants (such as counterthe prisoners were
revolutionaries), as well as priests and teachers."l6)
"Nnmerous students from Kyiv and Katerynoslav (Ukraine)
arrived at the camp
writes another former prisoner.
They told
- organization the Union for the
- Liberation
us that after the secret
- number of voung Ukrainians
was discovered, a large
of Ukraine
were shot. They
were executed not in hundreds but in thousands.
The others, that is to say those who were sent to Solovki, were
sentenced to 10 years each."l7)
S. Pidhainyi, for his part, gives the following testimony: "When
I arrived at the camp there ,ffere already a large nurnber of
Ukrainians there, members of the secret revolutionary organlzations.
Tens and probablv hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians who were
shot or deported attest to the fact that at that time there was a
formidable national resistance in Ukraine. It was, for instance, an
established fact that one-third of the workers of a big factory in
Kremenchuk were arrested because thev were members of the Union
for the Liberation of Ukraine. And this was not by any means an
isolated case. The prisons and the concentration carnps were full of
Ukrainians, members of the Union for the Liberation of Ukraine,
of the National Ukrainian Centre and of the Ukrainian Militarv
Organization."ls)
A Ukrainian peasant testifies as follows: "fn 1928 I was emploved
on the construction of a road (to one of the islands of Solovki),
together with 12,000 other prisoners. In the course of the winter
about 10,000 Ukrainians and Cossacks from the Don region died.
Thev were replaced by prisoners who had just arrived from Ukraine."
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prisoners.20)

'

193?-1938:

In June 1937 the

camp

in

Solovki was turned into

Russians v/ere now preparing for war.
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CHAPTER

V

THE S()UET SYSTEM IS DIRECTED AGAJNST

TID

PE()PTES

OF THE OCCUPIED COUNTNIES

Persecution of the Ukrainians

There seems to be no doubt at all about the fact that up to L927
the Russians constituted half and, in some cases, the majority of the
prisoners in the camps. But up to that year the total number of
prisoners was only about 200,000. And we also know that the

Hungary, Bela Kun, who crushed a peasants' revolt in Ukraine'(in
1921). Bela Kun told him:
"I never parleved with the rebels. whenever I arrived in a

resistance ceased temporarilv in 1925, but in 7927 thev were already
preparing new insurrections. But then the persecution and liquidation

qa

rr; Ibid., pp. 136 and 188.
rz; Ibid., pp. 186 and tB8.
18) Ibid., p. 185.
rn1 S. Pidhainyi, op. cit., p.
rr; Ibid., pp.

16) Ibid.,

p.

8.

9-10.

18.

rz; E. _Chykalenko, Solovets'ka katorha (Katorga
p. 30.
re; S. Pidhainyi, op. cit., p. 18.
1e)

Ibid., p. lb.

20) fbid., pp. 2t-26.
21) Ibid., pp. 80-31.
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Solovki), 'V[arsar4r,
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e other occuPied countries. The
cial units consisting of 25,000

idate the kulaks by either shooting
else deporting them to the regiols
in 1918, the Ukrainians alreadY
in the camps.
prisoners
the
of
majority
the
constituted
--g"t Russia's
was not yet satiated' After the
organizations in Ukraine and
5
ai".o""rt"of
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of the Ukrainian peasantrv,
ion
the
because
Moscow, in 1932, Proceeded to
and, on August 7, 1932, Promul
protection of socialist ProPertY,'

wtro were already starving, fro
fields, which as a result of comP
the propertv of the state. The resu
"True, a CorrespOndent of the "socialist Couriev" - SO "Saturn"
had alreadv pointed out that the
states in its editioir No. 6 of 1956
- numbered 5 million ("Sotsialist1932-1933
r.i.iir"r of the famine of
Vestnik," No. g of Mav 10, 1934), but an American socialist
i"t
who returned horrified from a stav
prii-Bolshevist, Harry Lang,
*a"r[iv
"by
: high Soviet functionarv - and
i" 1ii" USSR, was infoimed
paper "Forward" that at least
n in Ukraine; he rePorted that
disappeared in certain regions of
'elief organizations counted as many
as 140,000 deaths in the German peasant settlements alone_("Forward"
disillusioned
of Fe'bruary 19, 1936, and followi-ng -numbers). AS-krvpnvk-that
from
learnt
Tawdul,
J.
Adam
iommunist,
American
at teast 8 million persons died of famine in Ukraine and in the North
Gr.ir,rs; Ba1itski, the head of the GPU in Ukraine, estimated that
th"t" were B to 9'million victims in Ukraine alone; and Lovin, thea
d,irector of a tractor works in Chelvabinsk, told Tawdul that over
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of the Kuban, where the
), and the regions of the
ians were deflnitelv in the

Book on the famine
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Russia.6)

Moreover, a secret doc
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directive,
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The Russians in the Concentration Camps Before the War

Another former prisoner, who spent fi.ve vears, from 1933 to 1gBB,
concentration camps, affirms categorically that in the camps in
which he was detained "the national composition of the prisoners
'ivas as follows: 39 per cent Ukrainians, 15 per cent Russians, and
46 per cent other nationalities (Bvelorussians, Poles, peoples of the
Caucasus and of the Orient, etc.). Of the 15 per cent Russian prisoners,
onlv 1.5 per cent were political prisoners, the rest were criminals.
99 per cent of the Ukrainian prisoners had been sentenced for
political offences or on the strength of the decree of August 7, 1932
(for having cut off ears of corn). There were also a large number
of intellectuals, men of science, functionaries and students from
Ukraine, but the majoritv of the Ukrainian prisoners were peasants
and workers. It is an established fact that of the 300,000 prisoners
employed on the construction of the White Sea-Baltic Sea canal,
two-thirds were Ukrainians."e)

in

The Camps After the War

A new wave of terrorism descended on Ukraine and the other
occupied countries after the war. We have already cited some
28

remained

an Prrsoner

Referri

in KolYma,

who was
where he

w
a

constituted

rds the occ
lentlY char
author of t

national problem... But as regards thellkrainians, the peoples of the
Baltic countries and the other nations, the main aim is to exeterminate
the intellectuals, most of whom are in the camps and whose families
have been deported to Siberia and to Central Asia."l8)
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The Camps Since 1950

We should now like to quote some testimonies on the composition

of the concentration camps during the most recent period,^that is

from 1950 to 1956 and 1957.
It must, however, be pointed out beforehand that names such as
Vorkuta or Norilsk, known to the public of the free countries, are
not the names of a single camp, but of an administrative centre. In

Yorkuta (Autonomous Republic of Komi). In i.955-1956 there were
alou_t 150,000 prisoners here. Camp No. 6 contained 8,000 persons,
of whom 1,600 were Ukrainians, most of them sentenced to 20 to 2b
years. Thev included 150 former members of the 1st Ukrainian
Division, rvhich fought side bv side with the Germans against the
Russians; the remainder were for the most part persons ientenced

In camp No. 2 there were, in 1950, 2,500 prisoners, most of them
Ukrainians, but also some persons from the Baltic countries and
some Gerrnans. The Russians were only few in number.
In camp No. 9/10 there were at that time 1,200 prisoners, of whom
700 were Ukrainians. There were also Byelorussians, Estonians,
Lithuanians, but no Russians in this camp.la)

In a
prisoner
remaind
from La

Vorkuta, where there were 1,800
Ukrainians, 150 Germans, whilst the
om the Baltic countries, in particular

1956, 1,100 women-prisoners from the camp in Gritchakhtin,
800 were Ukrainians, were employed on the railwav frorn
Vorkuta to Talai.
Ust-ukhta (Autonomous Republic of Komi). rn this region there
are 30 camps with approximately 3,000 prisoners in each camp.
dotted with camps. In the period under
}rer 22 camps here. The majoritv of the

whom
of-In_

ukrainians.Betweenle4bJliBll:"iol1?flrllr"rr"i',1'$;:llT:fi ,fl:$
in these camps.lo)
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Vozhayel (Autonomous Republic of Komi). There are 12 camps in

this region and the prisoners include persons from the

Ba1tic

countries, Ukrainians, Germans and Russians.

Ural. In the central region of the UraI there are several camps
which actually have up to 50,000 prisoners; most of them are
Ukrainians, persons from the Baltic countries, Tatars, peoples from
the Caucasus, Chinese, Hungarians and Poles, but there are also

a small number of Rumanians, Germans and Yugoslavs. In 1953 the
camp in Fabrichnoye contained 5 to 8,000 prisoners.
Perm (with the region of Solikamsk). In the whole region there are
50 camps, each with 1,000 to 1,500 prisoners, the majoritv of whom
are Ukrainians, persons from the Baltic countries and Caucasians.
From 1955 to 1957, for example, there were in one group of camps
about 2,200 Latvians, 850 Lithuanians, 500 Estonians, 1,400 Germans
and 2,100 Ukrainians. Russians are not mentioned in any of the
testimonies. The death-rate in these camps u,as extremeLv high as
a result of gas-poisoning (manv of the prisoners worked in the
chemical industry), tuberculosis, malnutrition and various diseases.
The witnesses affirrn that in these camps there were nurnerous
prisoners whose arms and legs had been broken by NKVD rnen.
Taishet (between Krasnovarsk and Irkutsk, East Siberia). Up to
1955 there were 54 camps in the vicinitv of the town, but B of them
were then abolished. The other 46, and 10 of them were camps for
women, for the most part contained Ukrainians, b-ut recently
persons from the Baltic countries and other nationalities have also
been sent there. The Russians are not verv numerous. A former
prisoner of camp No.51L0137 states that there were a large number
of Ukrainians there who had been sentenced "for having struggled
for a free Ukraine independent of Russia." According to this witness,
the Ukrainians constitute an organized group and do not enter into
contact with the Russians. In camp No. 2l5ll practicallv all the
prisoners were Ukrainians and there was not a single Russian. After
their release, the prisoners are forced to settle in this region
permanently.
Krasnoyarsk (East Siberia). A former woman-prisoner states that
from 1954 to 1956 she was in the women's camp No. 235, close to the
railway-station of Reshota. The Ukrainian women-prisoners
constituted 70 per cent of the total number of political prisoners in
the camp. After the big strike in December 1954, the prisoners who
had been sentenced under common law were transferred to another
camp. The same witness was previouslv in several other camps. We
consider it appropriate to reproduce her statement on the subject of
the political discussions which she had with other prisoners:
"I discussed the Russian Bolshevist system not only with political
prisoners but also with "free prisoners" qnd with criminal elements.
All the Ukrainians without exception held the opinion that this
system should be abolished. They regard it as a coercive and
transitory system, and for this reason it must be combatted. The
Ru^ssians conflne themselves solelv to criticizing certain aspects of
31
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the system, but in the end recogntze it as their system. The Ukrainians
whom I got to know in the camps not only reject the Bolshevist
system, but also do not wish to have anything in common with
Russia and, as thev emphatically stress in everv discussion, are
flghting for the libertv of the Ukrainian nation and for the
independence of their state. The long years spent in the concentration
camps in no way change their attitude. On leaving the camp they
are still as flerce enemies of Bolshevism as they previouslv were."
The majoritv of prisoners in Krasnovarsk, who are extremelv

numerous (the single complex No. 235 contains about 55,000
prisoners), are Ukrainiarrs, followed by Latvians, Lithuanians,
Estonians, Georgians and other peoples of the Caucasus. There are
also some Germans, Japanese, Koreans, Spaniards, Dutch and
MongoIs.

Norilsk (north Siberia). In 1954 there were in one camp alone,
situated on the banks of the River Yenisei, as many as 3,000
Ukrainians, who came from every province in Ukraine: Chernyhiv,
Kyiv, Lviv, Dnipropetrovsk.lT) In the other camps the Ukrainians
were equallv numerous. According to the witnesses, it was they who,
in June 1953, organized the strike and the insurrection in Norilsk.
And according to the same witnesses, the "Banderivtsi" of Norilsk
were secretlv in league with the camps in Karaganda.
One of the witnesses, who took part in the riot in Norilsk, stated
that "within a radius of 38 miles there were numerous camps like
that of Norilsk. General Semenov, absolute ruler of more than
120,000 prisoners, administered all these camps. They v/ere filled
mainly rvith foreigners: Germans, Japanese, Chinese, Hungarians,
Rumanians, Poles, Czechs, Ukrainians, French, Italians, Yugoslavs,
Caucasians and persons from the Baltic countries. There were hardlv
any Russians amongst the prisoners."
Karaganda (in Kazakhstan). In each of the large camps in Karaganda there are between 8,000 and 10,000 prisoners. The Ukrainian
prisoners are most numerous in all the camps. There are also a
number of smaller camps. In camp No. 9 there were 1,200 prisoners,
of whom 50 per cent were Asian people. In camp No. 16 there rffere
also 1.200 prisoners. The majority of them were Ukrainians and
Germans.

Fot'ma (Autonomous Republic of Mordovia). Prior to 1955 there
were 36 separate camps, but since then their number has dropped
to 17 (these are above all camps for women). The total number of
prisoners of both sexes is estimated at 200.000 of whom 95 per cent
are political prisoners. In 1954 camp No. 6 in Yavas contained 2,000
female prisoners, of whom 1,600 were Ukrainians and included a
large numJoer of former members of the women's units of the
Ukrainian Insurgent ArmV OPA). The others had been sentenced for
actual or alleged contact with Ukrainian partisans. Women who had
unfortunately given a little water to a partisan were as a rule
sentenced to 25 years. In camp No. 5110/33, in 1954, there were over
2,000 women-prisoners, and 70 per cent of them were Ukrainians.
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The remainder included Latrrians, Lithuanians, Estonians, Hungarians,
Rumanians, Russians, French, Poles, Chinese, Japanese, Koreans,
Czechs, and 20 Germans. In camp No. 11 in Yavas there were only
Ukrainian women.

region.

the region.

63 miles from Vorkuta there is an isolated camp known as
"Khalmer-yu" (the valley of a thousand winds), which is reserved
exclusively for Ukrainians and Germans.
It is alio an established fact that in the camps in Polomhe (in
Asia) the Ukrainians likewise constitute 50 per cent of the total

prisoners. There are few Russians in these camps; the _remainder of
ihe total number consists of persons from the occupied countries in
the USSR. "The morale of the Ukrainians is verv high; they are well
organized and true believers so one witness states. The
"Banderivtsi" predominate amongst them. AIl the Ukrainians openlv
manifest theif anti-Russian attitude and oppose the occupation of
Ukraine by the Russians. Prisoners of all nationalities, with the
33

exc-epti-on of the Rus,sians, have a profound respect for the Ukrainians
and hold their opinion in esteem.
ers of these
camps wrote two lette
sent bt tha
official post,_the other
fell into the
hands of th9 ryVD,
r an investigation, sentenced a
Ukrainian to death.
Another important testimony is the statement made by a German
prisoner-of-war: "In alt the Camps in which I was interned
more
than 50 per cent of the priso
been more numerous in some

Ukrainian women is to be found
male prisoners. AII the Ukrainian

political prisoners- are
that is to s?y th_ey hqve _persons
been sent
or sympathized with the natio
struggle for the liberation
in Ukraine and from everv
origin, they form a true fa
Russians are aware of this
aggravated form

of Russian

gandism,;;

supported
a"a the

cha

Ukrainian, and this applies not
administration but alsoto the Rus

The Testimony of Joseph Scholmer
s on the national composition

former prisoner of Vorkuta,
book on the
says that camp g/10 contained

In his famous

Kazakhs, Uzbeks, Krrgiz, Turkme
on the -sgbject
in the camp, Joseph scholmer
writes as follows:
'
g of my stay'in ca*p g/10 i-haA
little contact with
[e Germans, the Ut?uirrrns and
the prisoners from
tries warned me that ifru.u were
numerous spies for the administration amongst the Russian prisorr".s.
Et'en in the concentration Camps the Russiails are the representatives
of Russian oppression."2o)
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A labour brigade to which Joseph Scholmer was assigned consisted
"almost excluslvely of Ukrainians and of persons,from-the Baltic
countries, some of ihem former partisans caplured whilst flghting."zr)
this brigade, on returning from work to the camp in
One dav,
"encountered
a' column of Ukrainian women who were
Vorkuta,
guarded'by soldiers armed with Lewis ggls.-"The majority of them
were young
.girls, whose faces bore all the traces of complete
"atie"
the dav's hard work. In their eYes, which sought
exhausiior,
and. friends amongst our number, there was
brothers
their husbands,
an expression of curiosity, sadness and longing for a life which they
oung women in their
would^
the- right to love, to
best y
ev- knew t\at bY t-h9
give b
, theY would be old'
Iime t
man next to me,
the
I
asked
camp?
in
the
are
they
- whyUkrainian partisan.
a former
woods."22)
in
the
were
we
when
bread
us
Because they 6rought
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CHAPTER

IHE RUSSIANS AND

VI

COMMUNSilI

The Russians in the Camps

I

--ln-this-connection Joseph Srcholmer quotes an example which is
indeed both signiflcant and striking:
ummoned

to appear before the

camp

ou. Don't you want to help to introduce
and take the Ukrainians, the people
Germans in hand?

not. To which the commandant replied:
. You are well aware of the role which
the Soviet Union. This Communism is

unism.
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"All those who accept such proposition are identifving themselves,
even in the camp, with the Stalinist svstem. And when these Russians
act thus not for personal reason but because of their "Greater Russian

and Stalinist" convictions, then thev knowinglv or unknowingly
provide a fertile soil for the realizatton of the old ideas propagated
by Dostoyevsky with regard to Russia's mission.
The Russian pe_opI=-e
so a representative of this social categorv
- me will have to Euffer
- still more. But in the end they wiII lead
told
the Communist society of tf,e futurewrl
Hence it--B- naturafthat- the- joritv of the Russian prisoners
collaborate with the MVD and the camp administration.
"Antong the 3.500 prisoners in the camp e/16-ss J. Scholmer writes
on this subject
there were about 120 spies of the administration
rvho were known- to the resistance organizations. The majority of them
were Russians. Naturally, it would be wrong to regard them as
inferior beings because of their acti
better nor worse than that of members
has a good reason for generally wor
them there are numerous Communis
line and who, in spite of having been
disloyal to the regime. Even in the ca
same as they previouslv r,vere. For ex
guards is sentenced to 15 years in a camp for some omission or other
in his duties. But that is no reason why he should become an enemv
of the regime..."5)
The political prisoners react strongly to all international events.
During discussions thev always form two opposing groups, one
composed of Russians, the other of members of the other nationalities.
"Even from 1950 onwards
ex-prisoner A. Kniazhvnskv states
- events in the light of the egoistic
the Russian prisoners assessed
advantages of the Russians. Thev were hostile towards the other
prisoners, very often denounced them, and on every possible occasion
maltreated them regardless of the laws of solidaritv in force amongst
the political prisoners..."6)
The Bussian Emigrants and the Soviet Union

It would be erroneous to believe that the Russian emigrants are not
aware of the real state of affairs in the Soviet Union, which is clearlv
obvious from the national composition and proportion of the prisoners
in the camps. They are only too weII aware of it, and that is whv thev
constantly try to mislead the free world and, above all, political
circles by every possible means.
The chief means to which they resort is to present the entire
question from the international and humanitarian aspect: "International Communism is oppressing Russia" (by the word "Russia" thev
mean all the Soviet Union), "The Russian people are suffering under
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an President to direct the policy
dependence aims of the peoples

"The Russian people
so this resolution stated
are a nationalist
- during World
and patriotic people, as- was proved bv their conduct
War II.
"As long as the policv of the United States is characterized by the
trend to disintegration (of the Russian empire,
the Editor), the
Russian people, in spite of their hatred of the Communists,
will never
be able to have confidence in the United States, and, in the event of
a war against the West, will nevertheless be forced to support the
Soviet government.
"Certain attitudes on the part of the United States, namely those
which support the separatist emigrant groups in their territorv and
the separatist propaganda disseminated bv the broadcasting station
subsidized by the government of the United States, are serving the
interests of the Communists in the USSR.
"As loyal citizens of the United States and as persons who know
Russia and her people, we consider it our duty to draw your attention
to the fact that it is imperative that the United States should change
their policy regarding the Russian question and should once and for
all refrain from supporting the said separatist propaganda."l0)
How much truth is contained in the affirmations of the Russians and
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their western friends can be seen from the testimonies cited in this
book. The most striking point about these affirmations is that the
Russian Communist imperialists propagate the same ideas, although
they use a different terminology: "the Soviet Union is a monolithic
country; the Soviet peoples are united by an unswerving friendship;
guided bv the great Russian people, the other peoples of the Union
have dealt bourgeois nationalism a deadlv blow."
The Russian emigrants are determined to safeguard the empire at
any price, even at that of an unhealthy imperialism. Not only are they
prepared to reject the idea of the national individuality of the peoples
and their right to independence, but they also manifest an insufferable
claim to speak in the name of all the nations of the Soviet Union,
with the exception, mavbe, of the Baltic peoples, whose independence
is too recent to be artfully denied.
In their desperation and in order to facilitate their task of distorting
the truth and political realitv and to give a semblance of truth to
their affirmations, the Russian emigrants resort to a third means: in
their campaign they emplov persons who claim to be members of
foreign nations (non-Russians) but who in realitv are Russians born
in the occupied countries of the empire, and also renegades. To this
same end the Russians found fictitious organizations overnight, as it
were, and give them names that are misleading, as for example "The
Ukrainian Liberation Movement," "The Ukrainian Federalists," "The
Anti-Communist Block of National Minorities," etc.
These "otganizations" without members have been used and
continue to be used bv the Russian emigrants for the purpose of
duping political circles in the West and obtaining
incidentallv, with
- aid.
great success
every kind of aid, including financial
- of these organlzations is, incidentallv, disclosed to
The true nature
us by a former "Ukrainian federalist," Ivan Chaplvnskv-Sas:
"As a former member of the Executive Committee of the Ukrainian
Liberation Movement (UVR) I declare that this movement is nonexistent as a Ukrainian organization for there is not a single Ukrainian
rvho belongs to it. This so-called movement to this verv dav does not
number any members at all. It onlv consists of Ivan Cheremvs, who
poses as the Executive Committee of the UVR, Piotr Sencha-Zalesky,
and a newcomer, Feodor Karpov-Romanovskv. The first of these three
persons can neither read nor write Ukrainian, the second affirms
openly that he was not, is not and never will be a Ukrainian, and the
third is a man of no strong character, either politicallv or morallv.
I had already learnt certain things about these persons but I did not
sant to reach a decision until I had met them and got to know them.
An opportunity to do so presented itself in 1957."11)
After this encounter, Ivan Chaplvnskv-Sas simplv left the notorious
-Dovement," a fact which did not however help him to be accepted
ia other Ukrainian political emigrant circles.
In Januarv 1958, when the Ukrainian emigrants (over 2 million in
the free world) celebrated the 40th anniversarv of the proclamation
of the National Ukrainian Republic, a certain "Anti-Communist Bloc
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hiding behind a flctiiious
,,neither in former Russia
nor in the Soviet Union was or is there any national oppression.,,l2)
Tt r! oppressign_ of the peoples, to the extent of forbidding the use
of^ their national languages, existed in the tsarist empire ii proved
beyond all doubt by historical facts and documents. And it [kewise
exists in the Soviet Union. One of manv proofs is the constant
repression, the victims of which are either- sent to concentration
camps or deported.

Facts Revealed by Figures

And it is for this reason that rve stress the question of the national
composition of the prisoners in the Russian camps to such an extent.

all the nations of the USSR put up an equal resistance to the Commthen at least 40 per cent of the prisoners in the
camps must be Russians (or even b5 per cent if the
_
ly are so numerous). But actuallv the Russians onlv
tb ts per cent of thi: total .ru-nei oi priio"urs in the

camps.

The Ukrainians constitute about 21 per cent of the total population
of the Soviet Union. Thus, logicallv, if thev were treated in the same
way as the Russians and if thev put up a resistance to the Communist

__-According to official Soviet statistics, there were 81,200,000
Ukrainians in the entire territory of the USSR in December I}ZO.
If we take ? p", cent as the natural rate of increase in population
per year, then in 1939 (before the war) there should have been
39,500,000 Ukrainians in the USSR. But statistics reveal that there
we_re only_28,000,000. Hence, the loss in Ukrainian population from
1926 to 1939 amounted to 11,500,000 persons. During thb same periotl
the population of the Soviet Union increased from t+Z mittion io 170
million; thus, whilst the Ukrainian population decreased by 10 per
cent, the Russian population increased by 21.2 per cent.ls)
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The other nationalities (apart from the Ukrainians and the Russians)
constitute about 34 per cent of the total population of the USSR,
and the percentage of prisoners of these nationalities in the camps
is about the same.

A Decrease in the Total Number of Prisoners?

total

'#?:

isoners

in the camps,

Hfr,ril:;,itffif.;:t

y public prosecutor of
N[ay
the USSR, Kudriavtsev told an American professor that from March
1953 onwards the Soviet government had released 70 per cent of the
prisoners and that the concentration camps r,vould soon be abolished
completely.'n)

In this respect the Russians are certainly over-anxious to pose as
"democrats" and as "humane." According to prisoners who worked
as personnel of the MVD and the GULAG, a Cistinction was made
between two categories of prisoners on the administrative cards:
''prisoners of the first category" and "prisoners of the second category."
But the head departments of the GULAG and the MVD never
designated the second category as "prisoners" except in the provisional
dossiers, which were liable to be destroyed at any time. That is to say,
r-f the temporary documents were destroyed, the official card-index
*'ou1d never give the exact total number of prisoners in the campsn
since the second category was not included in the list. The prisoners
explained that in resorting to this double card-index system, the
R-ussian Communists, since thev fear the possibility of a war which
they might lose, are doing their utmost not to leave anv unnecessary
iraces of their inordinate and illegal employment of the huge manpower in the concentration camps and in this way seek to diminish
their responsibility in this respect.ls)
They are likewise over-anxious to cover up and to deny the crimes
perpetrated against prisoners and also against the peoples of the
occupied countries. For instance, many of the persons deported in
Stalin's day, once they were in Siberia, were forced to write requests
tc the authorities in Moscow asking the latter "to be good enough"
to permit them to stay in some region or other for 10, 15, or 25 years,
or for the rest of their life, according to the sentence pronounced
by the OSSO.
Khrushchov, since he is more artful and cunning than Stalin, does
not need the OSSO: he simplv makes things more difficult for the
people in Ukraine and the other occupied countries; he introduces
special regulations regarding studies and employment, in schools,
universities and factories, and accordingly hundreds of thousands of
foung people register as "volunteers" for work and endure cold and
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hunger in the vast "virgin regions" in Siberia and elsewhere, since
they simply have no other alternative. Khrushchov's methods are
more subtle than Stalin's.
At the beginning of 1960 the Russian authorities affirmed that there
were no longer any political prisoners in the USSR. Could that be
possible? Certainly not, for the simple reason that the dictatorship in
Russia could not permit itself such a luxury either from the political
or economic point of view. Without its regime of terrorism and of
repression, the empire would cease to exist. Without forced labour,
its economy would be ruined, and the realization of certain technical
and military plans would be impossible. All the declarations made
by Moscow on the subiect of forced labour are intended to create
the illusion of the democratization and humanization of the regime
and to conceal the true system more effectively.
Furthermore, the fact rnust be borne in mind that forced labour is
not merely the labour perforrned by the persons confi.ned behind the
barbed wire of the concentration camps. In the Russian empire the
deportees, too, have always constituted another category of persons
obliged to execute forced labour. And for some time now, there has
also been a third category, that of the persons "released" from the
camps.

True, a certain number of camps have been dissolved since 1953,
in particular in Vorkuta, Inta, Ust-Vym, Ust-Ukhta, Pechora and in
Central Asia, but none of the large complexes of camps have been
abolished completely. It is not a question of doing away with the
system of forced labour, but merely of reorganizing it. And this
reorganization, which commenced in 1953-1954, is characterized by
the transfer of part of the labour-power in the camps beyond the
barbed wire fences, or simply by removing the barbed wire; the
convicts remain in the same place, they are supervised by the civilian
authorities and thus become so-called free workers, or, to be more

precise, "free prisoners." The system of forced labour of the Russian
empire has in reality merelv ttndergone a change of form but not of
principle. And this explains the decrease in the total number of
prisoners in the concentration camps.
Mention must also be made of the
amnesty,
CS

and insurrgg,llgnp. The Russian government has indeed pilomulgated
March 1953, iir April 1954, and in September"tgSS.
three amffi:ln
But their application has always been very restricted, and for this
reason the prisoners continued to express their discontent.
It was probably prior to promulgating the second amnestv that
the Russian government, fearing lest disturbances might endanger
the economy of the empire, worked out a plan to reorganize the
concentration camp svstem and forced labour in general. A.
Kniazhvnsky, a former prisoner, states in his book "In the Heart of
the USSR" that in the spring of 1954 the MVD officers in one of the
camps in Taishet informed the prisoners as follows: "You are all
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amnestied. Atl of you. But this amnesty will not be as simple as the
preceding one, in which case one was satisfied with handing out
certificates and giving those concerned permission to leave. No, this
one will have to be drawn up like amnesties are in every state, even
in the capitalist states. It will be necessary to pass through the flrst
stage and then through others. During the first stage the authorities
v.,ilI proceed to divide the punitive places into three categories.'"
Constantiy consulting a small book edited especiallv for them by
Nloscow and classifled as strictlv confidential, the officers then
proceeded to specifv that "in order to improve the punitive rneans and
methods" the camps would be divided into three groups of different
systems: light, normal and severe. The prisoners would be assigned
to these groups in the camps according to the nature of the crime
that they had cornmitted. In the fi.rst group there would be neither
guard nor convoys, and the prisoners themselves would be responsible
for order and for discipline when working. The second group would
remain guarded, but the transfer of the prisoners to the camps of the
first group would be facilitated. The camps with a severe regime
srould continue to be "camps for forced labour."16)
Since 1953 a certain number of prisoners, sentenced to terms of
imprisonment up to 5 years and, in some cases, up to 10 years, in
particular invalids, old persons, minors, and women with small
children, have been released with permission to return to their
respective countries. From 1954 onwards, the number of releases
increased. Some prisoners were released after completing their
sentence (a fairly large group of persons sentenced to 10 vears in
1944-t945), whilst others, far less numerous, were amnestied. Of atl
those "relea;ed," however, only a very small proportion were given
permission to return home; the majoritv were sent to places of
detention, or were transferred to the regions of deportation (Siberia,
Kazakhstan).
Upon arriving in their respective countries, the released prisoners
of the first group generallv find it extremelv hard to cope with the
insurrnountable difficulties which are deliberately increased bv the
local adnainistration and Partv, composed as a rule of Russian settlers.
They are obliged to report their arrival to the local militia, whose task
it is to check their movements. Verv often, however, the militia
refuses to register them and to issue a passport to them, without which
domicile and emplovment are prohibited. In that case the unfortunate
person is obliged to leave the place in question at the end of three
days. He has no other alternative but to return to the place from
rvhich he has come. And such cases happen very frequently in
Ilkraine, Latvia, Lithuania and in the other occupied countries.
fhose who receive permission to stay are, however, not much
better off. They are regarded by the local authorrties as "untrustworthy" and as suspects, and thev are refused most types of emplovrnent. Information received from Ukraine confirms the fact that
miser5r and onlv manage
former

tosurvi

e@m
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Like those who are refused permission to take up their domicile there,
they soon leave Ukraine again and rejoin those of their comrades
who have been released but prohibited from leaving the region to
which they have been assigned.lT)
In addition, former prisoners residing in their own countrv again
are very often re-arrested, and these persons, deprived of aII rights
and constantlv suspected, are then sent back to the concentration
camps once more on the strength of a new sentence.
The second and largest group of "released" and "amnestied"
persons consists of the prisoners 'uvho are obliged to remain in the
same place or else are transferred to the regions of deportation. Thev
sign contracts with the same concerns for which thev worked as
prisoners under guard, or else with the state concerns and farms in
the region to which they are deported. In both cases these contracts
force them to remain in the place in question for a certain number of
years or for the rest of their lives.
These facts shorv only too plainlv that the Russian government, bv
resorting to innumerable means of coerciou, has hit upon a new form
of serfdom with the aim of ensuring the recruiting of a labour force
needed for the economic exploitation of the uncultivated and undeveloped regions and also for the war-industry, and that it is
determined to achieve this aim by reducing the number of prisoners
confined behind barbed wire and forcing the peoples of the occupied
countries, in particular of Ukraine, Bvelorussia and the Baltic
countries, to go "voluntarily" to those regions where the execution
of economic plans demands the employment of huge labour-force
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VII

PREPANATION OF INSURRDCTIONS

A Chronological List of the Insurrections
erroneous to assume that the strikes and revolts in the
Lon campgbegan after the deatffifTta-lifiTn consequence
Which that even
Tl-.one GEbefoie the
jeath of this despot insurrections were already
making themselves
jel.t to a marked degree in the Russian concentration calnps.
Thanks
:rr the testimony given bv former prisoners, in particular by former
.-apanese, German and French prisoners of wai, it is now- possible
:l glve a general and exact survey of the strikes and insuriections
;.'irich have occurred in the camps.
- 3{6: insurrection in Kolyma;
-917: new insurrection in the camps in Kolvma;
strikes and insurrection in the camp at Ust-Vvm;
insurrection in Dzhezkazgan (region of Karaganda);
insurrection in Karaganda;
-9{B: insurrection in the camps in the west Arctic circle;
--e50: insurrection in Salekhard, near Vorkuta;
in the winter, strike in the women's camp No. 015 in Taishet;
--.51: strike in the camps in Kolyma;
insurrection in Dzltezkazgan (region of Karaganda);
insurrection in Karaganda;
-.r52: in the spring, insurrection in the camps in Krasnovarsk;
in June, insurrection in Molotov and Sosvetskaya (Uial region);
in the summer, insurrection lasting sever. dayi in Vozhayel; -'
in the autumn, isurrection ir Karaganda;
--:53: in Mav, three-day strike in Kingir;
strike and insurrection in Kolvma;
Mav-August, strikes and insurrections in Norilsk and in the
other camps on the Yenisei-Strov;
in J_une, strike and insurrection in Karaganda;
strike in Fabrichnoye (UraI region);
insurrection in Dzhezkazgan;
in JuIv, four-dav strike in Kingir;
in the summer, strike and riot in Vorkuta;

1954: in January, strike lasting several days in Kingir;
in May, riots in Taishet;
Mav-June, strike and insurrection in Kingir;
strike in Revda, near Sverdlovsk (Ural);
strike in Muvka (Sakhalin);
in July, strikes and insurrections in several camps in Karaganda;

strike in the camp on Lake Balkhash and in the camp at

Sherutay Kura;
summer, strikes in the camps in Kazakhstan (40,000
strikers in Karagash);
strike at Inta;
strike and revolt in Kolvma;
October-December, strikes and insurrections in the camps in
the region of Krasnoyarsk;
in August, insurrection in Vozhayel;
strike in Taishet;
strikes and insurrections in the camps on the Yenisei-Strov;
1955: in January, strike in Taishet;
in June, strike and insurrection in Vorkuta (camp No. 3);
strike in Solikamsk (Perm region);
in the summer, wave of strikes and insurrections in the Far
East: Magadan, Muyka, Kharbin and Tsitsikar (Manchuria);
insurrection at Pot'ma;
in September, new strike in Vorkuta;
1956: March-April, strikes and riots in the Japanese and Chinese
camps near Taishet;
in April, insurrection in Krasnoyarsk and Tomsk;
in the summer, insurrections in the camps in Sverdlovsk,
Irkutsk and Maritime Kray;
1957: in September, strikes in the camps in the region of Vladivostok, Chelyabinsk and Sverdlovsk.
We have only been able to give an exact list of the strikes and
insurrections up to the end of 1957, but there is no indication whatever
that the active struggle of the prisoners has abated since then. Jhe
n a strict division of the
resul
reorganizatj
re r{ffi isolaJed in
prljo
and pr
longer ha{ any contacthTh the other

in the

rf,ffi-i

aEt[-Iess

#'JtJH:i:::

in the West, and hence little information is available.

There is no denying the fact, as is indeed stressed by the CICRC,
that "the strikes which have undermined the Soviet concentration
camp system in the course of the past years represent an entirely new
phenomenon." One can truthfully say that never before have such
events occurred. It is therefore important to know how thev came
to arise, who organized them and how thev proceeded.
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The Situation Frior to 1948

Prior to the insurrections, the political
rs livf,under
dreaiftT
nflicted
on them by
- admrnrstratron
-.-- and -by
:.he
crimTnal prisoners. The latter,

-..
oftheStarprisonerS,comestotheconc1usion

en

anr

that "every element of resistance was nipped in the bud as a result
of the terrorism exercised by the administration on the one hand
and, on the other, by the "common law" prisoners. Moreover, before
these events, the Russian concentration camps "stronglv resernbled
extermination camps both as regards the inhuman treatment inflicted
on the prisoners and the high death-rate."1)
"Misery and despair
so the bulletin in the CiCRC states
exceeded the limit of -that suffering in which coma becomes agony
and torpor sometimes yields to violent convulsions." It was during
:iris period, that is about 1947-1948, that, according to the CICRC "a
new element made itself felt in the general situation. More or less
organized groups began to be formed amongst the political prisoners,
and these groups now commenced acting according to a certain
w-as to break down the dictatorship
n a strong and definite influence on all
s, the treatment to which the prisoners
sere subiected began to change. Medical care became more adequate,
conditions as regards hvgiene in the camps improved, and the food
rations increased and were of better qualitv. Of course, hunger did
mt disappear completely. The most fitting description of this change
ls perhaps contained in the words of a German prisoner released from
a camp in Vorkuta: 'From 1948 onwards, hunger ceased, that is to say
the big hunger, as it was called there; the little hunger continued
e
rmtil 1953.'At the same time,
(the barracks were loc
e
=vere
rifitlffis, and numbers were stitched on the garments worn by the
pisoners, etc.)."2)
In 1948-1949 the camps were reorganized according to different
eategories (isolation camps, special camps, reformatorv labour camps,
ctc-) and in some of them the prisoners sentenced by common law
rrene separated from the political prisoners. But in the majority of the
rmps their domination over the political prisoners continued for
sorrne

time.

the first

changes which were introduced in the camps after the war
not due to the goodwill of the Russian authorities. These changes
rrne preceded by several big revolts in Kolvma, Karaganda, Komi
ryd in the Far North. It was in about 1946, not in 1948, that the
pditical prisoners became aware of their importance although their
pditical organization at that time was onlv in its earliest beginnings.
Elene
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Nevertheless,

in the course of the various insurrections which took

A year later
in Kolvm
that of a Germa
has incidentallv
c-amps

complex of

t testimonv,
to 1g5b. Fie

constituted
the most important national group in the camps. Here is his statement
on the insurrection of Ig47:
"The insurrection of 1947 broke out in the mines in Gorki. It verv
rapidly assurned huge proportions. After having killed all the guards,
the prisoners armed themselves, left the camp and marched in the
direction of the town of Maga
and liberating the prisoners. I
equipped with weapons whic
increased progressivelv. The
sentenced all the agents and informers of the administration to death.
The advance on Magadan increased in force and the insurgents got
as far as the gates of Palatka. But the Bolsheviks had hastily
summoned reinforcements of troops, and not far from Palatka the
insurgents were flnally defeated."a)
Similar insurrections broke out in 1948 in the camps in the Western
Arctic Region. The prisoners of one of the camps north of Vorkuta
armed themselves, left the camp and marched towards Vorkuta, but
they were defeated en route.s)
The Revolutionaries in the Camps

It

was no mere coincidence that the revolts in the camps began in

In his book "The Profits of Slavery," A. Silde very rightly
affirms that "from 1945 onwards the deportees and internees did not
consist solely of persons who had previouslv been designated as
'peaceable inhabitants' but, in equal measure, of a number of active
anti-Soviet elements. Thousands of persons were engaged in a
desperate and open struggle against the invader and the enemy of
the nation, thousands were involved in this unequal and relentless
struggle, but, since the numbers of the enemv were superior, they
were captured."6)
1946.
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Ttre revolutionaries of various nationalities, once they arrived in

the camps, constituted the nucleus of political resistance and grga$1a-;

tion. Wiih the advent of new groups of partisans, captured in 1946
and during the following years, the-political activity of the prisoners
expanded and increased in signiflcance.

able to break the armed resistance of the Ukrainians completely. The
Utrainian partisans who had been captured were sentenced to 10
tD 25 years' detention in a concentration camp.
In 1945, 1946 and 1947 the Russians also proceeded to undertake
large-scale deportations of Ukrainians, some of whom were sent to the
regions of deportation, whilst others were put in camps. The latter
induded soldiers and officers of the U.P.A. who had been demobilized
since 1945, as well as members of the Organization of Ukrainian
Sationalists (OUN). The OUN was the main organizer of the U.P.A.,
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created in 1942, and pla5re4 aq important part in the armed struggle
of the Ukrainians against the Nazii.

After the mass-deportations of the Ukrainian population ttie general
staff of the U.P.A. issued an appeal to the deporteei:

and of the criminals and to shake the
apathv, bv arousing their confi.dence
equentlv organizing them and making
amelioration of their lot.
The Struggle Against the Criminals

"Of the conditions which prevailed prior to the outbreak of the
strikes and revolts, the unexpected changes introduced in the
concentration camp system after 1948 and the development of secret
activities proved to be as significant as the death of Stalin and the
undermining of the administrative authoritv which this event caused.
The most striking proof of this is the fact that the first big eruption
occurred some considerable time before the death of the dictator,
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namely in 1952 in Karaganda."l1) This violent action, recorded by -the
investigators of the CICRC, was certainlv not the flrst of its kind, but
one of the most important. But the CICRC
it *r."undoubtedlv-'Ukrainians,
the
"the majority of whom were former
that
ascertains
p"rtitrt s who had fought against both the German- troops and the
iled ArmV at one and tlre same time," engaged in a fierce strugglg 1"
the camp in Karagancla, in 1952, against_ tbe gang, composed mainly
of criminals, whidh ruled the camp and, by arrangement with the
iscipliine on the other prisoners but
administration, not only i
them. "TFsstruggle
also maltreated thil d;dffibbed
h eventuallY Put an end
dev
"After this incident the
to t
authorities sought to break down the influence of the Ukrainians
which henceforth was clearlv in evidence, by sending them to camps
in different regions."lz)
"The observations of repatriated Japanese prisoners, which have
ssin, are ParticularlY
been gathe
witnesses, the crucial
interesting
n MaY 5, 1954, when
moment in
e organrzation of the
fifteen Ukr
strikes in Norilsk were transferred to this camp. So far the prisoners
at camp No. 13 had been terrorized by a prisoner who had been
-ntenced under common law aS a criminal. The newcomers
immediately set about changing this situation. "This tvrant tried to
but one evening he was
so the report states
put up a resistance
- to hospital and never
that he was taken
given such a castigation
appeared in camp No. 13 again." In another camp a French prisoner
assisted in incidents of a similar nature.
"A similar struggle was waged by the political prisoners against
the confidential agents of the administration amongst the convicts.
In this respect, too, the testimonv given by Japanese prisoners is
extremelv informative. At camp No. 5 in Norilsk, where, on May 7,
1953, a big strike broke out, about twentv Ukrainians, who had been
transferred to Norilsk after the riots in Karaganda, took over the
leaclership of the political prisoners and killed four men who had
been known to be spies of the administration. This deed served to
undernrine the control exercised by the administration on the prisoners
and made them realize the fact that the Ukrainian nucleus represented
a powerful force.
t'T'he testimony of the prisoners who were released and returned
.ro Japan is entirelv corroborated by other prisoners who were also
released from Norilsk and crossed the Iron Curtain at the other end
of the Soviet empire. An officer of the German armv, who was
interned in special camp No. 38314 from December 1950 until the
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middle of June 19q3, states that former Ukrainian partisans who were
transferred fro:n Karaganda to Norilsk at the end of LgD2 organized
a systematic offensive in order to destrov the network of inforriers by
means of terrorism. In the camp in which this officer was interned,
two spies of the administration were killed but the administration waj
unable to discover who had killed them. On another occasion former
Ukrainian^partisans, a! the spot_ where they were working, attacked
a grou_p of six men; they killed four and badlv woundeJ'the other
two; the two men who had been wounded reiused to disclose the
identity o_f the attackers to the authorities since they were terrifled
of the audacity of these partisans."ls)

Folitical Guidanee and Leadership of the prisoners
The strikes and revolts and even the actual armed insurrections
which followed on the first phase of the struggle of the Ukrainians
were all spontaneous, bu_t they were nevertheless carefullv planned
and organized. A political guidance and leadership was forriied in the
midst of the political- p-risoners, or, rather, to be more correct, it was
set up by the heads of the secret Ukrainian movement in collaboration
with the other revolutionaries. On this subiect Paul Barton of the
CICRC writes that the strikes "were led in an extremelv firm manner
by secret committees which were unknown to the strikers themselves.
The specifications of claims submitted by these committees to the
representatjves of the administrative authorities were only made
known to the strikers by degrees. rt appears that in certain cdmps, at
least, the strike committees were obliged to act in such a manner
n_ot o.nly il order to give the strike a better chance to succeed, but
also in order to train the bulk of the prisoners to overcome iheir
fears."la)

Paul Barton then refers to the problem of the former Ukrainian
partisans, soldiers and officers of the U.P.A., who
as he stresses
"in many of the camps were the main organizers -of the strikes.,,1r) "As is known, a powerful secret army, the u.p.A., was formed in
Ukraine during the war and fought in turn against the German and
the Soviet troops. It continued its operations for years and years, but
in the end the armed forces of the government succeeded in destro.ying
the bulk of its troops. At the present time the majoritv of the former
combatants of the U.P.A. are prisoners in the concentration camps
scattered throughout the Soviet Union. Of alt the political prisoneis,
they represent one of the best organized elements and also the most
resolute when it comes to action."16)
It is correct that large numbers of former combatants of the U.P.A.
were deported to the Russian camps, but one must not deduce from
this fact that the activity of the U.P.A. ceased. from then on',vards. In
L947 the Supreme Command of the U.P.A. was obliged to demobilize
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ilrne of its troops and to change the tactics of its operations completely.
A second change in this respect occurred in 1950, and since then the
Frtisan war is conducted solely by small but very mobile units. "The
fact that the partisans in Ukraine and in the Baltic countries have
i-en obliged to reduce the intensitv of their fight during the past vears
does not, however, mean that the national resistance and opposition
h^s in anv way weakened; the reason for this is that, without material
5e
aid from the West, a partisan war cannot continue indefinitslv"
Joseph Scholmer states when stressing that the determination to- rise
up in revolt and to liberate themselves is clearlv evident among the
peoples of the occupied countries of the Soviet Union.17)

Nevertheless,

from time to time, the operations of the U.P.A.

In the summer of 1958, for
instance, strong detachments of the U.P.A. by way of reprisals
Zhvtomyr,
attacked the garrisons in three big Ukrainian towns,
Maskill,
Vinnytsia and Ternopil.ls) An American journalist, Paul
who himself had a chance to talk to the leaders of a group of Ukrainian
partisans in Ukraine, states that "in spite of more than ten vears of
bloodv purges and deportations of hundreds and thousands of
Ukrainians, the striving for independence in Ukraine is still verv
active and is growing in force. Students and other young nationalists
are being trained to take the place of the partisan leaders who have
either been killed or deported to Siberia during the past y€ars."rs)
exceed the scope of a small partisan war.

The National Idea and International Solidarity

Interesting testimonv on the ideology of the Ukrainian nationalists
is supplied by an Austrian, KarI Fischer. "One of the witnesses heard
by the investigators of the CICRC, an Austrian socialist, KarI Fischer,
had an opportunitv to have long talks with former Ukrainian partisans
during his detention in the prison at Aleksandrovsk. He describes this
experience in a work at present in preparation. To indicate their
political tendency, these men, who incidentallv were all very young,
contented themselves with showing that thev were Ukrainian
nationalists. They gave proof of a svstematic hostilitv as regards the
Greater Russians. But this hostilitv was less strong than their guiding
idea which consisted in extolling the solidaritv arnongst all the
prisoners, whoever thev might be. Thev themselves set the example
in this respect. Their own conduct, according to Karl Fischer, vras
zuch that it could have served as a model. According to KarI Fischer's
testimony, the main activities carried on bv these men in the camps
and prisons consisted in liquidating the dictatorship of the criminals
amongst the prisoners, in eliminating the spies of the administration
and in rendering the incorrigible Stalinists harm1ess."le)
"In this respect it is interesting to recall the ideas of certain
theoreticians of the U.P.A."
writes Paul Barton. "Thev affirmed
that after a certain time the totalitarian
system would inevitably lead
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to the complete degeneration of all the living forces of society. In
organizing partisan groups not only in East Ukraine but also in the

This last assumption on the part of Paul Barton is not correct. For
the combatants of the U.P.A. and the members of the OUN know verv
well what thev are fighting for. Moreover, the idea of collaboration
between all the nations is not new to them. It was likewise the
Supreme Command of the U.P.A. and the Organization of Ukrainian
organized
essed peop
the solidar
gainst the
was part of the plan el.aborated at this conference.
In addition, the pamphlets written and published in secret in
Ukraine were circulated not onlv amongst the combatants of the
U.P.A. but also among the civilian population. With regard to the
ideas of the theoreticians of the U.P.A. we should like to quote the
head of the political department of the general staff of the U.P.A.,'
P. Poltava. In a pamphlet published in Ukraine in 1950 and intended
to counter the propaganda disseminated bv the Soviet government
against the Ukrainian nationalists, P. Poltava wrote:
"We Ukrainian nationalists are not chauvinists. In flghting for an
independent Ukrainian state we are only flghting for the realization
by the Ukrainian people of the same rights which the maioritv of
nations in the world long since possess... We want to live in friendship
and collaboration with all the peoples of the world, including the
Russian people, if thev set up their national state on their ethnographical territory. We are not fighting against our neighbours as
such but only against all the imperialist forces which are oppressing
or intend to oppress us.
"We Ukrainian revolutionaries and insurgents are fighting flrstlv,
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"'We believe that we can achieve our aim by effecting a national
revolution and social liberation both in Ukraine and also in the
countries of the other peoples of the USSR. We exhort all the peoples
of the USSR and all the working-class masses to join with us in the
f,ght which will bring about the destruction of the Bolshevist regime_...
Ia is also our aim to form a common revolutionarv front of the
peoples of Ukraine, Byelorussia, of the Baltic countries, of thg
Caucasus, of Central Asia, of Siberia, and of the peopLes of Central
and Southeast Europe. The revolutionary forces of Ukraine, Byelonrssia, of the Baltic countries, of the Caucasus and of certain peoples
of Southeast Europe are already joined together in the Anti-Bolshevik
tsloc of Nations for a common flght on the basis of the political
platform which we propagate."
The pamphlet concludes with an appeal to the oppressed peoples
of the Soviet Union asking them to unite and to rise up in revolt
-Jor national and social liberation and for the disintegration of the
USSR into national independent states."zl)
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CHAPTER

VIII

AN AEO()UNT OF THA STRIIIS AND INSURRECTIONS

The Bloody Strike of Norilsk

An excellent account of the events in Norilsk which commenced on
May 7, 1953, rvith a strike and ended on August 11, 1953, with a
ruthless massacre of the prisoners, is given by Herbert Passin, an
investigator of the CICRC.I) His account of the strike of Norilsk,
which preceded the insurrections in Vorkuta and East Berlin, is
based on statements made by Japanese internees at the time of the
strike, who were either in camp No. 5, where the strike began, or else
in camps No. 3 and No. 4 in Norilsk itself, or in camp No. 5 in
Kayerkan.

"When events commenced, the prisoners numbered several
thousand and among them were a few hundred foreigners, Japanese,

to have formed the nucleus of the strike, its guiding and driving force.
"One night soon after their arrival, four prisoners who were known
to be informers in the pay of the administration were killed. It was
never discovered who killed them. The most significant fact, however,
was that they had been killed by blows dealt with a pickaxe, and
art of the
this
submitted
guar

a
had
to

egulations,

some very

skilful organizing or else some very extensive complieity to smuggle
a pickaxe into the camp. This method of disposilE of informers had
various aims and far-reaching consequences. It undermined the
control of the administration as regards the affairs of the camp; it
caused alarm amongst the helpers and agents of the administration
and put them on their guard; and, lastly, it made the other prisoners
rea[Ze the daring and efficiency of the Ukrainian nuc]eus.
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"On the eve of the strike the main job on which camp No. 5 was
engaged was the erection of a six-storey tenement-house in the
immediate vicinity of the camp. This task was carried out together
with prisoners from camps No. 4 and No. 6 (the latter a women's
camp). .. Since they were working on the same building-site as the
w-omen and since, like most of the latter, they were also Ukrainians,
the prisoners of camp No. 5 established regular contact with the
prisoners of camp No. 6. They constantlv communicated with each
other by means of bits of paper wrapped round stones and tied up
rvith string, which enabled one to throw them quite far... In order to
avoid the risk of any one individual being caught in the act, entire
groups of prisoners would all throw their stones simultaneously.
Thus, even if the overseers got hold of one of these notes, they did not
know exactly who had written it.
"On May 7th, at about noon, several of the prisoners threw
messages to some of the women who were working in the brick-yard.
One of the messages accidentally fell into the area which prisoners
were not allowed to enter. Stretching out their arms through the
barbed wire or else using sticks, some of the men hastened to retrieve
the note. One of the sentries ordered them to move back. But instead
of obeying him, several of them went on trying to retrieve the note...
Thereupon the sentry raised his rifle and fired, wounding one of the
prisoners in the arm... Another prisoner was slightly wounded in
a finger...
"A group of prisoners accompanied the two victims of the shots to
the overseer's office and demanded that the sentry in question should
be punished. In answer to the overseer's refusal to punish the sentry,
they retorted that even if they were prisoners, they had, however,
certain rights. Eventuallv, they dispersed again fairly peacefully; but
their anger persisted, as was soon to become evident. Next day,
May Bth, the day-gang went off to work... but they loafed about and
did not do much work. The same thing happened again on May 9th.
then, that same evening, the night-shift decided that they would all
go on strike. The prisoners began to feel that a firm will had now
taken charge of the whole affair... When its turn came round, the
day-shift did not go to work. This opposition rapidly spread to special
rmp No.4... and to camp No. 10, as well as to the women's camp,
J[o. 6."
Ttre strike continued. The threats of the administration proved
ineffectual. A group of prisoners "went to the camp commandant and
r=quested that someone should be sent to Moscow to discuss their
demands." Thus, "on May 13th a high-ranking officer of the camp
combine of Norilsk arrived in order to investigate the situation; but
he was unable to restore order; that same evening, a general arrived
bg plane from Krasnoyarsk in order to make another attempt to
sttle the situation; according to some of the prisoners, the person in
question was Major-General Panikov, head of the Yenisei-Stroy
camps who had his headquarters in Krasnoyarsk." But he was equally
urxuccessful.
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"on the following day, a high functionary of the MVD, who also
had the rank of major-general and whom the prisoners assumed to be
"Beria's assistant," fi.nally arrived from Moscow in order to undertake
negotiations. He requested the prisoners to name their "representatives" who were to draw up a petition. The strikers thus saw
themselves placed in an embarassing position. They did not know
exac-tlv who were the leaders and did not want to expose anyone to
p_gssible reprisals. Thrusting his way through the prisbners, a young
Ukrainian stepped forward out of the crowd and offered'to act aj
the_ir fPokesman. But Beria's assistant refused to negotiate with him
and demanded that all the "representatives" should step forward.
A rapid discussion now took place amongst the prisoners,-who chose
seven or eight persons whom they "Jntrusted with ifre task of
explaining" the common demands without presenting them as
"representatives" or as persons "responsible" for the movement. The
envoy from Moscow was nevertheless willing to negotiate with them.
"A list of demands prepared bv the secret committee was submitted.
The text had been drawn up in a secret meeting in which the rest of
th" p-risoners had not been allowed to particlpate, and they had
therefore not been able to express their approval or disapproval.
Nevertheless, when they learnt which demands had been formulated,
they were extremelv proud of and satisfied with the task that had
been accomplished.. . At fi.rst, the MVD man appeared to be extremelv
conciliatory... The watchword was passed round to end the strike and
to await results. In camp No. 4 the same type of conciliation also put
an end to the strike.
"After an interval of some days, however, the prisoners began to
realize that the authorities were playing a double game with them.
On May 20th... about half the prisoners were moved out of camp
No. 5
some of them to camp No. 4 and others to a new camp
- about a mile further
situated
south... The general impression gained
by the prisoners was that this was a manoeuvie to isolate the leaders.
Our witnesses could hear the sound of machine-guns quite plainlv in
the direction in which the group of prisoners who were being
transferred had been taken. This shooting was also heard by the
prisoners in camp No. 4. The rumour spread in camps No. 5 and No. 4
that the victims numbered several score. The general conviction
was that the Ukrainian agitators, who constituted the most uncompromising element, had been isolated in order to be subjected to
special repressive measures, or else to be shot en masse. To judge
from the noise of the machine-guns, they were massacred immediatelv.
A similar "purge" was also carried out in the other camps which had
been involved in the strike.
"on the following day, the prisoners who had remained at camp
No. 5 gave vent to their indignation by starting another strike... A
little after midnight
that is to say in the early hours of the
morning of May 22nd - the guards started bolting shed B-2. Some of

-

5B

the prisoners who were not yet asleep he_ard thgp, however, and
sarned the rest of their companions. Since they realized that this was
doubt a measure to isolate the huts from each other and to re=o
stablish the complete domination of the authorities, _they at once
took action and, Iiaving smashed the windows of the hut, beq-?n -to
disperse throughout the camp; thev then- proceeded to break all the
bolls on the o"ther huts and called to the inmates to come to the
rescue ...The prisoners, by this time in full revolt, wqre now the
:aasters in the camp. The guards were kept in awe outside the cam-p,
and all intervention on t[e part of the authorities was completely
rrisregarded. The watchword was passed lound to organi_ze internal
activlty in the camp, but no one knew exactly from whom these orders
came."

"In the evening of M
main-gatew
ouri the office of the
camp by the

nit entered the

happened to be

d to

meet the
soldiers... and began to parley with them... Another group of
prisoners took up their position behind the first group in order to
cover their retrelt, thus revealing both militarv experience and an
organized solidarity.
"Next day, May 23rd, at nightfall, the authorities began deploying
the troops that were to re-establish their control over the camp.
Soldiers iurrounded the camp, alt the exits were blocked, and troops
spread out the whole length of the camp enclosure.
"Negotiations were resumed between the authorities and the
prisoners. When the latter refused to yield, a company of soldiers
entered simultaneously by the gateways at the front and the back
of the camp and formed a semi-circle as they advanced into the camp.
The strikers were thus huddled together on the road between the
bake-house and the store-house. The company of soldiers who, beVond
the barbed wire, were deploving in the direction of the hospital now
began firing above the heads of the crowd. But this did not seem to
produce the expected result. Thereupon, the unit that had entered
by the gateway at the back of the camp took cover in the angle
formed by the camp buildings, whilst the unit that had entered by
the front gateway opened fire on the mass of the prisoners. Scores of
them were killed on the spot. A number of mental patients, who were
probably seized with panic on hearing the shooting, Bot caught in the
firing and seem to have shared the fate of the others. The prisoners
seemed to be completely stupefied by this point-blank flring; without
ofiering the least resistance they allowed themselves to be driven
in a body towards the camp prison.
"Whilst these events were taking place in camp No. 5 the strikes
s'hich had been started in the other political camps in the region of
lforilsk pursued their course. Most of them were in the nature of
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sympathy strikes. From camp No. 4, where the movement had taken
a course similar to that of camp No. 5, the resistance spread to camps
10_ and 25 in Norilsk itself and also to two mining camps, one
l, 3._6,
in
Kayerkan (No. 5) and the other near to Dudinka. tfre conflict
assumed the proportions of a general strike amongst the political
prrsoners.

Japanese who had been transferred from camp No. 5 to
- "Several
new camp, which as yet had no number, heard the sound of
the
shooting and -cries in camp No. 6 (the women's camp) as they were
passing close by.

to be camp No. 3 where the
confined to this camp solely.
rol of the camp and made
the entrances by setting up
the town nearby as well as the

barricades... The inhabitants of
prisoners of the other camps in the vicinitv gave proof of their
solidarity with this action by throwing supplies of food and cigarettes
over the fences surrounding camp No. 3 whenever they passed by. The
besieged on their part drew up tracts stating their side of the
question in the conflict and they used kites in order to disseminate
them. Hence, very mysteriously, tracts in which the demands of the
strikers were enumerated made their appearance in the town of
Norilsk itself.
"It was not until August llth that the authorities, after having
exhausted all other means of action, decided to resort openly to
force. At about 11 o'clock that evening troops surrounded the camp
and opened flre on all the camp buildings. The shooting then continued
sporadically until 6 a.m. on August 12th.
"The Japanese reports estimate the casualties in camp No. 3 at
about 1,500 dead and wounded of a total number of about 2,b00
prisoners. The removal and hospitalization of the victims took three
days."
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The Strike at Vorkuta

pay of the police. The moment the strike broke out, he- was driven into
a 6orrrer a^nd was informed that either he consented to present the
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strikers' demands to the authorities and in doing So, took upon
himself all the risks which this involved, or else he would be killed
on the spot (it goes without saying that this ultimatum was, of course,
presented to him by an intermediary and not by one of the secret
leaders themselves); he chose to live, and after having accomplished
his mission with a heavy heart, he disappeared without a trace. Hence
to regard him as the leader of the movement is certainly an illusion
for there is a vast difference between the conspirators and those who
carry out their orders."5)
The Insurrection at

Kingir

On May 16, 1954, the big strike and insurrection began at Kingir
Kazakhstan. A former German prisoner-of-war commented aS
follows on the strike in the special camps No. 392 and No. 3 at Kingir:
"Events in Vorkuta in 1953 were only a first beginning.By 1954 the
secret leaders had drawn a lesson as to how to conduct the other
strikes and insurrections more effectivelv and with more daring and

in

resoluteness. . . "6)

According to the testimony of former German prisoners, the calTrp
at Kingir was divided into three sections by high walls. One of these

informers. The Ukrainians, however, organized a defense svstenr
against these spies and killed more than a hundred of them in one
year. This action enraged the camp administration, who thereupon
increased its provocations.s) Thus, on May 16, 1953, exactlv a year
before the big insurrection, the guards opened fire with machine-guns
on a column of prisoners. The prisoners retaliated by a strike lasting
three days. In July 1953, a sentrv killed a woman-prisoner. The result
of this new provocation was a strike which lasted several days. The
same thing also recurred in Januarv 1954, when a sentrv killed one
of the male prisoners.
Determined to subdue the political prisoners, the administration
under common law,
had 600 new prisoners,
er of these criminals,
brought to the camp in
they might expeet if
a man known as "Gleb,
they fell in with the unreasonable demands of the administration;
hence, one evening, he went to the leader of the resistance committee,
a Ukrainian by the name of Anatol Zadorozhnv, and toid him that
some of his men had received orders from the "operative section"
(M\D) to provoke a quarrel between the political and the criminal
prisoners, but that he had decided to allv himself with the political
prisoners and to join forces with them. It was the intention of the
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administration

in the first place to provoke

disturbances and then

in order to massacre
he vengeance of the
the Ukrainian leader
criminal prisoners in

the planned insurrection.e)

was known as the "isolation ward."

During the night of May 17th to l8th, however, detachments of
the MVD arrnry' entered the camp and attacked the section occupied

Central Committee had sent them and would not be sending anvone
else. The prisoners then submitted a petition containing 16 points.
The generals accepted it, gave various assurances and requested the
prisoners to resume work. Next dav the prisoners went back to work
on the building-sites again. The administration took advantage of
their absence to bring in an MVD detachment into the camp and to
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repair the walls that had been destroved. When the prisoners returned

to the camp thev were informed bv the officers that the soldiers on
the look-outs had orders to shoot w'ithout warning at anybodv who
approached the walls.

The prisoners were dumbfounded at the attitude of the authorities.
Suddenly, the women began singing one of the songs of the Ukrainian
partisans: "Rank after rank march the partisans..."
On all sides the prisoners hurled themselves against the walls in a
fi.erce assault, whilst the machine-guns flred on them. In a few seconds
the walls were once more broken down.
"It was a dreadful sight" so a Hungarian, who'lvas released from
- the camp and the machine-guns were
Kingir, stated. "Flares lit up
flring from every look-out. Special trcops arrived on the scene and
the terrible massacre of the night of n,Iav 16th to 17th was repeated.
I/Iore than 100 persons, men and women, \Mere kiIIed, but the other
prisoners did not abandon the flght. On the morning of Mav 20th we
again demanded that the MVD troops should be withdrawn from the
camp. And that same dav, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, thev actuallv
left the carnp. And now began the period of negotiations which lasted
until the night of June 25th to 26th, 1954."10)
From the moment that the IiIVD troops left, the camp was entirelv
in the hands of the prisoners and was administered by them. Red Cross
flags were hoisted on the roofs of the canteens. The Ieader of the
secret Ukrainian con:mittee, A. Zadorozltny, gave orders for weapons
to be made.
so Dr. Varkony relates
the
"During the whole of the time
given out by loudspeakers.
demands of the prisoners were constantly
The Ukrainian women, on their part, disseminated tracts, made
"grenades" of bottles and explosives, put up barricades to ward off any
possible attacks, and looked after the wounded. The men were busy
making weapons..."tt)
Meanwhile, the MVD broadcast the news by radio from Kingir that
the prisoners in revolt were committing atrocities and murders and
that they were a danger to the town. The prisoners replied with a
message relayed bv their own broadcasting station, which had been
in operation since June l8th, asking the civilian authorities of the
town to send a delegation to the camp in order to verifv the allegations
made by the MVD. The prisoners were naturallv astonished when a
delegation composed of engineers, overseers and factory-r,vorkers
actually arrived at the camp. They were allowed to inspect the entire
camp and satisfy themselves that order and discipline prevailed there.
Nevertheless, the MVD insisted that it was necessary to evacuate
part of the town on the pretext that mines had been laid there by the
insurgents.
The news and messages broadcast by the insurgents' wireless station
were picked up in Alma Ata and in Karaganda (300 miles away from
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Kingir). The prisoners in Kingir also sent a message to the International Red Cross asking for help.tzl But this message was probablv
never picked up in any free country.
When news of the strike at Kingir reached the camp in Dzhezkazgan, 15 miles away from Kingir, the 14,000 prisoners there likewise
went on strike and formulated demands which were identical with
those of their comrades in Kingir. The authorities of the camp tried
to convince them that "the prisoners in Kingir had been betrayed
to the Americans and that one should mistrust them."l3)
During the whole of this time the MVD was reassembling troops
round the camp. The town had been partlv evacuated. Planes
constantlv flew over the camp and watched the preparations that
were being made by the besieged. On June 24, L954, General Bvchkov
ordered the prisoners, bv means of loudspeakers, to surrender and
leave the camp. The insurgents refused to do so, however, before
a representative of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
had been sent from Moscow to accept and satisfv their demands.
During the night of June 25th to 26th, 1954, General Bychkov gave
order to attack. Seven tanks and 2,000 soldiers raided the camp. B.y
the light of flares, the soldiers, covered by the tanks, fired incessanthr
on the prisoners and, advancing on foot, wounded countless prisoners
with their bayonets. The wireless transmitter belonging to the
insurgents was located in a room in the women's barracks. The
operator, on learning that the tanks had aruived, cut the arteries in
his hands but continued to transmit a message on the short wavelengths
"SOS ! SOS ! Save us, we are being massacred..." -until he -died.
At about 7 o'clock in the morning according to a former German
- gir1s, Iinking arms, marched
prisoner
500 Ukrainian women and
of the advancing tanks. Since they rvere unarmed they
in the direction
hoped to stop the advance of the tanks. But the MVD men
most of
merely accelerated and drove their -tanks into
whom were drunk
the ranks of the women..."to)
Dr. Varkonv, the Hungarian prisoner who witnessed this scene,
states:

the onlv sound was that of bodies being
"No cries were heard,
crushed and bones being broken..."")
The soldiers partlv occupied the huts and continued their massacre
until half-past eight in the morning. At I o'clock Anatol Zadorozlnny
gave orders to the prisoners to cease their resistance. He was led awav
at once, together with the other members of the international
committee, by the MVD men. They were a1l sentenced to death bv
a tribunal in AIma Ata. That same dav 1,600 prisoners were taken
away in cattle-trains and transferred to Kolvma.
Thus ended the insurrection in Kingir. But the bloodstains, which
were still visible in the camp for months afterwards, were evidence
of the fight which the prisoners had put up for their human rights.
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The Consequences of the Strikes and fnsurrections
The demands on the part of the prisoners in the various complexes
of camps, which were drawn up by the secret committees, only varied
very slightly. On the whole, thev comprised two kinds of demands:
speciflc demands, pertaining to the prisoners, and general demands,
concerning the peoples of the occupied, subjugated countries.
Of the demands of the flrst category, mention must be made of the
following: revision of sentences, amnesty for prisoners who were still
minors and for the aged, extension of the amnestv to political
prisoners, improvement of the food rations, a working-day of B hours,
removal of bars from the windows of the huts, improvement of
working conditions, increased pay, removal of the numbers sewn onto
the garments 'uvorn by the prisoners, and the right to correspond
with one's familv more frequentlv and in one's national language, etc.
The second category of demands included those which were purely
political: cessation of mass-deportations of individuals and peoples,
permission for the deportees to return to their respective countries,
abolition of the principle of collective responsibilitv, cessation of the
occupation of the countries of the peoples of the USSR by the
Russians, and a guarantee that reprisals would not be applied in the
case of persons who had participated in the strikes and insurrections
in the camps.
In some camps the prisoners attached especial importance to the
political aspect of the strike or insurrection. In one of the camps in
Vorkuta, for instance, the secret committee, in order to stress the
political importance of the strike, hoisted the flag of each nation
subjugated in the USSR and also of the nations of Europe, America
anil Asia on the main buitding in the camp, thus emphasizing the
solidarity of the peoples of the whole r,vorld in the fight for libertv
and for national rights.16)
In spite of their ruthless measures of repression, the Russian
authorities u,ere nevertheless obliged to make some concessions to
the prisoners. They proceeded to introduce a few slight improvements
which alleviated the lot of the prisoners somewhat. In most of the
camps the political prisoners were now no longer obliged to wear
a number on their backs. The bars were removed from the windows.
In some camps the working-day was cut down to eight hours. The
food rations improved slightlv. But these small concessions in no way
changed the general situation in the camps.
On the contrary, even if instructions were issued by Moscow which
were apparently intended to alleviate the lot of the prisoners, thev
were in most cases merely illusory and served propagandist purposes.
Actually, it all depended on the camp authorities. An example of the
attitude of the administration can be seen from the following account
by the investigators of the CICRC:
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changes took place in camp
No. 13 at Taishet. These changes were of various kinds. In the first

In the months that followed, plenty of

assumption of the leading role (amongst.t_he political prisoners), these
regulalions were observed to the letter."l7)

But, for all that, a strike broke out in the camp at Taishet in
January 1955, a fact which leads one to assume that the administration
of the camps always reverted to the traditional Russian methods again.
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VIII.
1) Quatre-vingt-seize jours de gr6ve dans le_s camps-

de Norilsk, Bulletin
dinformation de Ia CICRC (Ninety-six days strike in the camps at
Norilsk, Information Bulletin of the CICRC), No. 4, 1955, pp. 29-37.
z) A'. Mykulyn, op. cit., p. 200.
3) Ibid, p.202.
a; "New York Times," April 6, 1955.

5) Paul Barton, Les transformations..., oP. cit., pp. 42-43.
6) A.Mykulyn, op. cit., pp. 205-206.
7) Ibid., pp. 206-212.
8) 500 Ukrainian Martyred Women, Statement of Dr. Varkony, New York,
1956, P. 22.
e) A. Mykulyn, oP. cit., P.207.
10) 500 Ukrainian Martyred Women, op. cit., p.27.
11) Ibid., p. 27.
rz; A. Mykulyn, op. cit., P. 210.
13) Ibid., p. 210.
14) Ibid., pp.2Ll-212.
15) 500 Ukrainian Martyred

Women, op. cit., p. 28.
ro; Adolf Silde, op. cit., P. 184.
12)
r6gime ir I'interieur des cam_ps de Taishet du printemps
. Les modifications du1954
(The modiflcations in the internal regime of the
1953 i novembre
camps at Taishet), Information Bulletin, CICRC, No. 5, 1955, pp. 26-27.
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CHAPTER

IX

STAVE TABOUN AS AN ECONOMC ANID DEMOGBAPIIC I'ACT()B

The Economic fmportance of the Camps

In addition to their determination to exterminate the hostile and
undesirable elements in the camps, the attitude of the Russian
authoriti
Comm
laige
portex
must be borne in
rt the camps in
the U
an integral part of the
an Co-nrmunist
coL

@glish

prisdiffi-innEikuta,ffi.
vofkuta,-w. E. R.

Pid
author of the book "Russian Frettzy," has in a few
words very aptly deflned the importance of the concentration camp

ration camps, the Soviet economic system would
llapss."1

This is only too correct. With the aid of gratuitous labour, or
practically gratuitous, as represented by the bulk of the prisoners,
Moscow has built towns, railwavs, roads, aerodromes, canals, and
factories. Industrial production is based entirelv on the raw materials
raised or extracted by the prisoners. The war-industry, partly secret,
only employs the labour-power in the camps. Consequently numerous
camps are secret ones, and probablv no one ever leaves them. Secret
camps are located in the following regions: Kolyma (Balvgvchan),
Urals (Vanserat), Franz Joseph Land (island in the Arctic Ocean and
a base for Arctic aviation), Irkutsk, Kazakhstan (special secret camps),
Kazalinsk (region of the Sur-Darva), Krasnoyarsk (Mirnoye),
Mingechaur (Azerbaijan), Salekhard, Ta1dv and Tannu-Tuva. These
isolated camps are stronglv guarded and some of them are situated in
prohibited zones. Access to these entire regions is forbidden to all
Soviet citizens, whether civilians or militarv personnel, unless thev
have a special permit issued by the head authorities in Moscow.
Hundreds of thousands of prisoners are employed on the erection
of military bases (Byuhiuke, the island of Vavgach, Bering Is1ands,
the Kuriles, the island of Ptichiy, Sakhalin, and Salekhard). At
Kuybyshev and Tbilisi prisoners have built subterranean aerodromes
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and are employed in tunnelling an entire complex of labyrinths underground, which are to serve as depots for arms, ammunition and
strategic products. In these two regions several subterranean factories
have been erected and others are at present being buitt. In Kuybvshev

the prisoners are emploved in building an entire subterranean town,
complete with dwelling-houses. Large subterranean factories and
huge sites for depots have also been erected at Kungur, where an
anti-atomic shelter has probablv also been completed.
Tl]" prisoners also work in the mines, extracting uranium
(Andizhan, Kolyma), raising coal (Aktyubinsk, vorkuta, Sverdlovsk,
Karaganda, Kuznetsk, Chelyabinsk, Krasnoyarsk, Tula,
lkgtsk,
Tashkent), and ir_on (Birobidzhan, Kolvma). The campi supply the
labour for the heavy industry (Irkutsk, Kuznetsk, Sverdlovsk,
Magnitogorsk, Molotov, Chelyabinsk), for the oil industrv (Aktvuli1sk,_Astrakhan, Faku), and for the light industrv (Abez, vorkuta,
Irkutsk, Sverdlovsk, Molotov, and Magnitogorsk, etc.1.zy
One can thus draw the conclusion that the economy of the USSR is
base{ to a considerable extent on slave labour@n
lgl]_gInps, and, on the
other han
potential that Moscow draws
deportees. It is on
uffisceensmic plans and realizes them in an authoritarian manner
by dividing them in the flrst place between the camp complexes and
the combines, and, secondly, between the various republics. Any delay
in the plan automaticallv implicates the responsibilitv of the camp
er to fulfll the quotas of the plan imposed,
irelv disregard the internal regulations

The Towns of Prisoners
Geographers state
and, in fact it is Moscow's boast
that during
- numerous
- up in the
the past twenty years
new towns have sprung
Asian region of the Soviet Union and that in others the population
has increased considerablv. This impetus of urbanism does not puzzle
most people, for they simply put it down to "the progress effected
by the Soviet government."
Prior to 1926 there was only a single town beyond the Urals
namely Tashkent
which had a population of over 250,000. Today
the population of -Tashkent numbers 912,000, and there are several
other towns with a population of over 250,000: Sverdlovsk 779,000,
Omsk 581,000, Novosibirsk 886,000, Chelyabinsk 689,000, Karaganda
397,000, Kemerovo, Prokopyevsk, Stalinsk, Khabarovsk
all uprvards of 250,000, and Vladivostok about 300,000.3)
Norilsk, Karaganda, Vorkuta, Magadan, Dudinka, Prokopyevsk,
Komsomolsk-on-the-Amur, and many other more or less important
towns have sprung up as if by magic. Thev were formerly only small
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villages. The secret of their growth lies in the concentration camp
system: for they are the towns of prisoners. Almost all the towns
beyond the Urals, from the smallest to the largest, have developed
and have increased in population thanks to this system.
The example of the town of Norilsk gives us an idea of the birth
and development of the towns in Siberia, Kazakhstan and the Far
East and also helps us to understand the connection between a complex
of camps and the demographic changes in this part of the Russian
colonial empire. The data given on the following pages is taken from
a report blA Herbert Passin, professor at the University of Ohio, and
from an article by a German observer and former prisoner, . Karl
Heinrich, which was published in the journal "Das Parlament."a)
Norilsk is situated near the mouth of the River YeniseY, in North
Siberia. It was alreadv known to be inhabited in the davs of the tsars
but the region had not as yet been explored. During the years 1917
to 1923 Norilsk was only a small village. With the development of
the concentration camp system, the number of inhabitants in Norilsk
also increased, and bv 1946 the population alreadv numloered 50,000,
although the place itself still retained the character of a village.
Today it is a large town with over 300,000 inhabitants and a-n
economic centre of the so-called Yenisey Construction Directorate or
Yenisey-Stroy, although official statistics put its population at 109,000.
The region of Norilsk possesses a vast wealth of rare and precious
metals: nickel, copper, cobalt, platinum, gold and iron. In addition,
there are also large reserves of high-grade coal, clay and gvpsum. The
nickel deposits are probablv the largest in the whole of the Soviet
Union. There are more than 30 nickel works and factories in Norilsk,
of which the most important is the nickel foundrv, composed of a
smelting works, or, to be more correct, of two foundries, and a
refinery, producing 400 to 500 tons of nickel dailv.
In addition, the combine at Norilsk produces copper, cobalt, coal,
explosives and dynamite, etc. The wealth of iron reserves constitutes
a basis for the development of the heavv industrv in the future. In
this region there are several secret factories, known by the numbers
25,26 and 476, to which access is prohibited for all prisoners or former
prisoners. The personnel there consists entirely of free Russian
workers.
Moscow decided to develop this region about thirtv vears ago, after
a scientific expedition had investigated conditions there. But the
economic exploitation of this region, uninhabited and uninhabitable
under the existing conditions, presented considerable difficulties. Manpower was needed for labour, and there were not even routes
iffording access to this region and a means of transporting w,orkers,
apparatus, tools and provisions there. In additign, since climatic
conditions in this region are extremelv severe, all attempts on the
part of Soviet Russian propaganda to attract settlers by promising
them advantages and beneflts were of no avail. Nobody had any
desire to go and live in the Arctic region where the winter is long
and almost unbearable for human beings.
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From 1940 to 1953 the town
contingents of prisoners we
T.*
there, and thousands of prisoners

continuously.

in the

camps

sentence were

released on the interdictory condition that they did not leave the
region but remained in Norilsk.
e than
of the
flgures

former prisoners
voluntary and compulsory settlers
members of the administration

225,000
60,000
15,000

as compared to 140,000 male prisoners in the camp complex of
Norilsk; and in the town itself there was probablv about one woman
io every 15 men at that time. Later the proportion was 1 to B, and it
rs an established fact that in 1953 it was I to 4 in Norilsk. A verv
large number of the women went there to settle for good. The exodus
of women
bv the fact that in some parts
of the US
aioritv of the population and

thus have
d.
Not far from Norilsk (75 miles to the north-west) in the port of this
region, Dudinka, likewise a town of prisoners, with 40,000 inhabitants;
the remainder of the population is composed of prisoners interned in

7L

Norilsk) 1,000 prisoners. In addition, there are numerous other camps
in the vicinity of these two tor,vns.
The total number of prisoners in the camps at Norilsk was estimated
194? at 140,000 to 150,000. In 1953 this number was reduced to
100,000, and in 1954-1956 to 50,000 as a result of the release of those

in

prisoners who had served l0-year sentences.
The main change in the status of the town of Norilsk was undoubtedly_effected in 1953. In that year, Norilsk, having developed
into a modern town with wide streets and multi-storeved houses and
buildings, was officiallv conceded the status of a town and the right
to a seat in the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. The administration of
the town passed from the MVD to the Ministrv of Non-Ferrous Metals.
There was a slight increase in the number of settlers who arrived
there. For reasons unknown, the non-soviet prisoners were transferred
from Norilsk to other camps.
The inhabitants of the town of Norilsk lead a miserable life. Owin.q
to the steadv increase of criminalitv, the housing problem has reached
the stage of a crisis. Numerous families are unable to live together
on account of lack of accomodation. The average inhabitant lives in
tumbledown and shabbv dwellings, since the flne, modern houses
are reserved for the elite of the town, the functionaries and members
of the MVD or KGB, who, as elsewhere in the Soviet Russian empire,
constitute the new aristocracy. And it is this aristocracy which rules
the town.
Moreover, the region of Norilsk was and continues to be a prohibited
zorLe, inaccessible to everyone who is not armed with a special permit.
Similar conditions exist in all the other towns built bv prisoners.
Inta, a town in the Komi ASSR with a population of 45,000 in 1955,
was a remote village prior to World War II. It is now an industrial
town in a mining region, where climatic conditions are very severe.
Without slave labour, its development would have been laborious and
limited. There would have been very few persons willing to settl.e
voluntarily in either Inta or Norilsk.
The town of Inta is very well run; there is a good bus service, and
there are many eight-storeyed houses in the residential area, a
swimming bath, a theatre and a club for the new aristocracy, the
functionaries of the MVD and KGB, the members of the administration and their families.
A fairly large number of prisoners were released in the region of
Inta and Abez in February 1955; it is estimated that they constituted
B0 per cent of the total number of prisoners. But thev were
immediately obliged to sign a contract of work which forceC them
to remain in the same place, to work in the same coal-mine or on the
same building-site. Thus, their release actually brought no alleviation
of their lot; they were regarded as free, but they had not even
sufficient means to go and live in the town. And hence they have
remained tied to the mine, to the building-site or to the camp.
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of life,
food and clothes.
The above-mentioned
system of loans is the second means by which
the authorities tied down the former prisoners to the place of their
internment, for it takes them many years to pay off this debt if they
accept a loan. On the other hand, many of them have been accused
of wasting money lent by the state and have accordinglv been
sentenged to imprisonment in a camp once more, this time for life.
Towards the end of 1955, many of the prisoners who had been
released at the beginning of the year were imprisoned in the camps
once more on various pretexts.6)
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER IX.
1) 500 Ukrainian Martyred'Women, op. cit., p. 101.
2) See Livre Blanc (White Book), op. cit. Documents

sur

l'importance

6conomique des camps de concentration sovi6tiques (Documents on the
economic importance of the Soviet concentration camps), pp. 207-210.
3) Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR v 1959 godu (The National Economy of the
USSR in 1959), Moscow, 1960, pp. 35-39.
4) "Das Parlament" ("The Parliament"), Vol. XXUI/56, January 6, 1956,
pp. 346-356.
6) Ibid., p. 348.
o1

Cf. A. Silde, op. cit., pp.

50-53.
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CHAPTER

X

CONCTUSION
The Opposition of the Subjugated Peoples

In relying on facts pertaining mainly to the Ukrainian nation when

writing this pamphlet, we had no intention of disparaging the

importance of the other non-Russian peoples of the Soviet Union, or
of giving readers the impression that it is only the Ukrainians who
put up a resistance or who are obliged to suffer the persecutions
inflicted by the Russians and the local Communists. We merelv
wished to give priority to the Ukrainian question here because it is
probably least known and least understood in the free world and also
because the Ukrainian people is the second largest people in the
Soviet Union after the Russians. The solution of the Ukrainian
question in the sense of national independence would, in our opinion,
constitute a solid basis for the independence of the other peoples in
and outside the USSR and would contribute towards peace in this
part of the world.
p]eri.s*rnere-concrete and real
The solidari
camps.
than
to such an extent that their joint
organized in the interests of al]

character.

does not
so A. Silde writes in his book
"The word 'hatred'
the
suffice to express all -the hatred felt bv the Latvians towards
this is what those who have returned from Vorkuta and
Russians

Taisheregard
the sa

occupied countries of the USSR.I)

a.re

ctlY
the

Ttre Russification and the colonization by the Russians of the
occupied countries, in particular of the Baltie countries, have been
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carried out by force to such a degree that they have provoked a
strange yet com_prehensible reaction on the part of former prisoners
or deportees who return to their native cbuntry. A Latiian, for
instanc.e,
own countrv doei not want to stay
there: "I
I only encounter Russians here. One
nqtght as
. Theie we did, at least, have a kind
of international town, built by us
Latvians,
Lithuanians,
- were noEstonians,
Poles, Germans and others. And there
Russians there.,,2)
0. In that vear the
pulation and suband colonization.
is now in Siberia,
in the concentration camps or as "free" workers under the interdiction
to return to their own country.
Scholmer mentions the fact that t
any Russian at all even though th
They refuse to.-learn a single wor
are thus obliged to learn some Est
when supervising the work of the prisoners. But such incidents do
not occur solely in the camps. The official organ of the Red Army,
"The Red Star," stated that the Georgian and Armenian soldiers and
non-commissioned officers, as well as those of other nationalities
refuse to learn the Russian Ianguage since they maintain that it is
sufficient if they know ttreir own national language.s) Similar incidents
have also been reported in Ukraine.
The national composition of the camps obviouslv differs according
to regions and camp complexes, a rd though the Ukrainians are most
numerous in- practicallv qtl the camps of the Soviet Union, the
perce-ntage of .pris_oners of other nationalities varies considerably.
For instan-ce, in the maioritv of camps
belonging to the Norilsk
-groups
comple_x, the most important national
aJtei the Ukrainians
were the Georgians, I.atv_ians, Lithuanians and Estonians.a) Next in
order of size came the Germans, Chinese, poles, Crimean Tatars,
chechen-Ingush, Jews, and, lastlv, the Russians. gut whereas i;
gamp_s !, ?,3 and 6, the ukrainians constituted the majority, in camps
4 and 5 the prisoners from the Baltic countries were inost'numerous.
In the women's camp, No. 6, the national composition was as follovrs:
2,600 Ukrainians, 200 Russians, 150 prisoners from the Baltic
countries, 30 Poles, 6 Germans, 2 Japanese, and a few women of
other nationalities.s) In the camps at Pechora second in numerical
i1rqp
were the peoples of the Caucasus,
thir
he Baltic peoples, the Japanese and
the
Prokopvevsk-complex wis reserved,
for
No. 1g in Karaginda the majoritv
prisoners were members of the Asiatic peoples.z) In the camp at
9_fKirov the Russians came third in numerical importance.s)
In addition to the secret leadership of the resistance movement
which in its activity _includes both the prisoners in the camps as well
as the "free" population (former prisoners, deportees, voluntarv
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settlers), there are also political groups folmed voluntqrilv bf,..tt q
polillgal
rpose
nrisoners
oints a confltlential Person at
av contacts are strengthened

of the leaders.
The first insurrection in the Vorkuta camp complex (in 1948) was
led from the military point of view by a Moslem from the Caucasus'
Mecheyev, a former"colonel of the Red *{rmY who had taken part in
the ba[tle'of Stalingrad and received the decoration of a "hero of the
Soviet Union."e)
The 25 million Moslems of the Soviet Union, as well as the other
peoples
of the Caucasus, of the Baltic countries, olBygl^orussia and
'ot 'Ukraine
have, as a result of the policV of Russification and
oppression, become fi.erce nationalists. B. Roeder, a clear-sighted
oLserver who spent several vears ir the concentration camps, stress-es
that the nation^alism of the beoples oppressed bv Russia must not be
confused. with other nationalism, for their nationalism "is a progressive
and not a retrogressive element.rrro) In reality the nationalism of these
peoples is nothing but a patriotism a{oused to the extreme b-y foreign
homination and Communism, accompanied by compulsory Russificaof this nationalism are
iir" ,ra nr6sian colonization. The objectives
justicg.
social
and
national independence
libertv,
- The remarkable
thiirg is that alt the insurrections and all the major
revolts on the part of"the peoples in the Soviet Union have taken
pi".u o"tside thb Russian et6nographical territolY, with the exception
these sailors,
5i ifr. jrilorr' revolt in Kronstadt (1921) and evenBlack
Sea, that
the
of
shores
r
the
fro
were
"recruited
incidentallv,
is to say from Ukraine."ll)
It is an established fact that the Soviet Union has experienced
a partisan war and insurrections in Ukraine, wh-icl, ryq have already
mintioned above, insurrections in Georgia ,(1921, 1922, 1924 and
tgil), and revoltd in the other Soviet Requblics in EurQPe and Asia
prioi'to
the war (except in Russia); it is also an established fact that
'tfr"r" have
been revolts and demonstrations on the part of the
poputation of the occupied countries since the war (QeolSi-a, Armenia,
ilf.?ii"", the Baltic coluntries, and Turkestan), and it is-furthermore
an established fact that the partisan war has not ceased in Ukraine,
the Caucasus and the Baltic countries since World War II.
Anvone who has studied Political
out accepting a Priori the ideas P
man") or in the West ("Russian man
arrive at one conclusion as regard
oppr"..ion-of the national minoiities and the kolkhozes represent the
mrjst vulnerable spot in the Soviet system."tz; The camps are striking
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proof-of this fact: the overwhelming maioritv of prisoners are persons
who have fought against either national oppreision or the kolkhoz
system. The only _point on which the conclusion d.rawn by B. Roeder
must be corrected is that the peoples oppressed bv Ruisia are not
"national minorities," but, rather, complele national entities which
probablv constitute the maioritv of the oopulation of the USSR. \Me
use the word "probab1y," for the official Soviet statistics state that
the Russians constitute the maioritv (about 55 per cent), but there is
every reason to suppose that the statistics of the Kremlin are falsified
in favour of the Russians.
Terrorism in the Soviet Union,is engendered not only bv the
and above btt
lmperatives of the Communist ideologv but also
- maioritv
bv !h9 fact that the minoritv cannot dominate the
without
applving violence and injustice.
Over 30 Million Persons Have Died in the Camps

The object of this. survey is to show that t@he
rssian camps cannot be regarded or representeilTs ,^ ,rr-r.,hors

rilErsri wrEruEE-anarronar

the

cnaracf,eEsilts-'r'he overwhelming maj
and real ideas. Th;y arl

ogv, thEt-rffi accoiffi
ap,ptied according to tE
deirnqf,GATs

@of

munist
oln, ou
e Iaws are
the alleged elJeal

rrri?IFthe

vears 1932 and 1gBB, for example, about z0 per cent of
thg- private property of the farmers in' ukraine *". torcluty
collectivized, whereas in Russia during the same period colectiviza'any means; indeed, according to
f the private propertv in Ukraine
as compared to only B0 per cent
__W4V then is -it. necessary to resort to
of the
Ukrainian- population, _to- exterminate the
and to
sentence them to slave labour? Why did Mo
cessary
to let 6 to 7 million Ukrainians starve to d
arl number of prisoners in the camps at
forget tlat we are_ referring to living
rs, namely those who have aieA in the
ate in certain camp complexes we have
several testimonies, but there are few estimatbs p"itrirrirrg to the
camps as a whole.
fo_r example, L. Golubovic!, a former functionarv of the
^ Ah^*,
osso
and an inspector_ of the administration of trr" EAMLAG
(complex of the camps in the Baikal-Amur area), *to *"r-arrested
and
7T

bourgeois state."1e)
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commandant of the camp
prisoners.22)

in question received orders to fire on the

An important testimonv regarding the camps in Kolvma is the
statement made by an Austrian survivor .who worked in the cardindex department of the Kolyma camp complex during the
Jo*JII5f33) He disclosed that during this peri
"prisoners
a.rrfired in the camps. Assuming that the
number of prisoners in this complex down to about 2 million, this
would mean that abo
persons
s in
Kolyma, taking into account the possible releases.
It is interesting to note that the official Russian statistics give the
number of inhabitants of the entire administrative region of Magadan
as 240,000 for the beginning of 1956.24) This fact proves that the
Russian statistics pertaining to the population of the Asian part of
the USSR are completelv false.
After studying the various testimonies and comparing the statistics
on this subject, without claiming that our figures are exact we think
we are justifled, however, in giving the following approximate
estimates on the total number of prisoners and deaths in the camps:
Year
L927
1930
1933
1936

1939
1941
1945
1948
1951
1955
1956
1958

Total Number
approximately
200,000
2,500,000
4,500,000
7,500,000
12,500,000
14,000,000
18,0ti0,000
19,000,000
16,000,000
12,000,000
14,C00,000
11,000,000

Period
L922-27
1927-30
1930-33
1933-36
1936-39
1939-41

1941-45
1945-48
1948-51

1951-55
1955-56
1956-58

Deaths

Approx. Number

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

300,000
900,000
1,300,000
1,900,000
2,800,000
1,800,0c0
6,500,000
8,500,000
4,500,000
2,200,000
600,000
1,300,000
32,600,000

Whilst on the one hand the number of deaths in the camps may
possibly appear incredible, other experts, basing their arguments on
sound calculations, are of
of the opinion that during the same period,
between 50 and 60 million, or, possiblv,
that is fro
oners died in the Russian concentration
even more
us may, of course, include some
errors, they nevertheless give a general picture of the tragic fate of
the peoples oppressed by Russia and Communism during the past
forty years. The average percentage applied in our calculations to the
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not think this

llion must

be

less than the

actual figure, which is not known.
If one takes into account the national composition of the population

satellites.

political prisoners in the camps in Mordovia sent to the United
i\ations tbwards the end of 1955.26) In this letter, which was also
intended for the whole world, the prisoners not onlv explain their
unhappv lot but also define their attitude to the political problems:
"The Ukrainian people, like so many other peoples, has been
crushed under the hee[ of Red Russia, which has deprived it of its

shall be forcibly deported to the "virgin regions" of Kazakhstan, of
the district of Krasnoyarsk, to the far north, whilst at the same time
it is affirmed that the persons who go to these regions are volunteers
and members of the komsomol...?"
The prisoners of the special camps in Mordovia have formulated
a number of demands: social assistance for the families of the victims
of the ruthless regime, human rights for former prisoners who
return to their native country, permission, so far withheld, for former
prisoners to return to their own country, suspension of mass-sentences
of 25 years, etc., etc. They likewise demand external help and an
investigation of conditions in the concentration camps of the Soviet
Union by an international commission.
The long years of internment have not broken their spirit, and
their flght attests to an unshaken faith and hope:
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( "W" ..4rll
\ are justifled
civiliz
[entire
\-

know that our aspirations for liberty
ture and we are convinced that the
s its cooperation...,,

Will their

o
o

it

know our will? Does it at least support
WilI it help us to gain libertv?,,27)

Does
anda?

states that the hopes of the prisoners were based
on the eventuality of a war between the West and Russia. "The

prisoners believed that the democratic countries, after the destru-ction

of brutal German imperialism, would wage war on the enemy that
was even more dangerous than national socialism... The prisoners
were unwilling to believe that the West would a1low itself to be
duped by the Fifth Columns... The events of the war and post-war
years, as for example the enthusiastic reception given to the Soviet
officers in London, were regarded by them as a political necessity.
Thev assumed that these tactics would soon be abandoned and would
cy of open hostilitv and, subsequentlv, the
t danger to peace in the world. The prisoners
the
West would miss its big chance of a
rrrt)
.

.

policv of the Western powers, a policv full
s, drove them to despair to such an extent
former prisoner, thev felt this despair like

They Demand Freedom and Independence

Actually, it does not suffice merelv to comprehend the real
situation in the Soviet Union, as represented - bv the national
composition of the prisoners and events in the camps.
For obvious reasons, one must above all have a clear and deflnite

policy t_owards the subjugated peoples in the USSR. A policy that
is not directed against the lost freedom and the interests of-these

rt is not merely a question of understanding, of svmpathy and of
justice towards the nations enslaved by Russia-and iommunism, but
also of gaining the friendship of these'nations in order to succeed in
frustrating Moscow's plans.
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Joseph Scholmer's statements on this subiect are extremely
explicit and since they are based on the direct contact which he had
with reality in the USSR, we should in conclusion like to repeat them:
"The situation (in the Soviet Union) today is comparable to that of
1941, when the war against the USSR broke out. By exploiting the
social and national tension which existed at that time, Hitler wotrld
easily have been able, with the combination of military intervention,
to overthrow the Soviet system. His 'programme of liberation' should
have been approximately as follows:
a) national independence for all peoples of the Soviet Union;
b) land for the peasants;
c) factories for the workers;
d) free elections for a new government.ze)
...The Ukrainians

their

oppressors.

in 1941 clearlv manifested their will to fight
it transpired that Hitler had no intention of

But

liberating Ukraine; he merely wanted to replace the Soviet system
with another system of oppression.
was ready to
so a Ukrainian officer told me
Our courtry
to supplv
for the flght against Bolshevism;
mobilize
5 million soldiers
first-class fighters, who were well trained and were resolved to
destroy Bolshevism at all costs. With these 5 million men there would
have been no retreat at Moscow and defeat at Stalingrad. Bolshevism
would have been a thing of the past. But, of course, these 5 million
men would have had to know for certain that thev were fighting for
the freedom of their country and not for a new form of enslavement.
They decided to become partisans; partisans on two fronts,
against the Soviets and against the Germans. And nothing could be
mbre characteristic of the tragedv of their position. Thev fought as
heroically, for vears, and in a situation without
Iong as they could,
- and militarv point of view.8o)
issue from the political
le that the sympathies of the
It is
..n ''r;*\)tk/'
^Ulf+i+i+nq*afe today
namely for'tvf5}Eed6nts:'
place,
the Americans are the only ones who
In the flrst
dealing with the Soviet Union; in the second place, th
s our independence. They have given sufficient
intere
proof
for the rilfrt of the peoples to govern themselves
feason to suppose that they would apply other

ry4.ll,I

'....
1'
I

princi
Ukraine is waiting for a war, for it knows that without a war the
attainment of its independence will be impossible... On the day of
revolution, countless partisans will take up once more the arms that
they have hidden away, and Ukraine will be transformed into one
vast revolutionary conflagration.
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Arms! We need arms and nothing else
- is what they constantly
affirm.
We shall do the rest!
And those
who know them are well aware that their words are to
be taken s€riously."8r;
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APPENDIX

1

UKBAINIAN PRISONEBS' APPEAL TO U.},[.O.
Far more moving than the ma
camps of the USSR is this app
below, received from Ukrainian i
Republic of Mordovia, situated
VoIga.

The appeal to the United Nations in the attached letter to
Ukrainians in the free world was written on cloth, then worn as
part of the clothing of a released internee, and was so smuggled out
to the West. The authenticity of the documents translated here is not
in question.
The reader witl see that the spirit of the Ukrainian prisoners,
former members of the Ukrainian Resistance, remains unbroken,

unfortunate prisoners so high.

AN OPEN LETTER,
To the United Nations, Human Rights Commission, and to the
Entire Civilised World
from the Prisoners in Camps in the USSR

United Ukrainian State.
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Facsimtle of the
NA"IONS, HTJMAN RIGHT COMMISSION
TJNITED
THE
TO
LETTER
OPEN

wr1tten on a pi,ece of Linen
ioip i,n the ltiordouian Auto
sewn

into

inmates

Lic

in

of a

1955

Souiet- concentratLon

and brought to the West,

released Pri'soner.

On the reDerse side: facsi'mtle

of the Letter addressed to TJkratnians tn

th,e free world.

Our Ukrainian nation, like a number of other nations, has come
under the conquering heel of Red Russia. We have been deprived qf
tu rilhtl-ii^L?itt"r"" we have been driven into cilm_ffiith
the
SCVC

arson,

people

feason, or murder; but
and our lawful rights

in our

like

e

freedom-loving

o

The question therefore anses: Does the civilised world know aloout
t
US
the conditions prevailing not-enl
we have
w that,
of
ed
whlle
North
Far
the
and
ffi-roclaim
KrasnoYars
Kazakhstan,
,
who go out to
that it is volunteers and members of the Komsomol
those

areas?---=.--

at home?
Does the civitised world know that, over the mass burial sites of

Does the civilised world know that Ukraine has suffered starvation
for thirty-eight years, in addition to the artificial famine of 1933; that
Western- Ukiaine has been inundated by floods, and that the people
have been cond.emned to death by starvation, with no hope of aid
from "humanitarian, peace-loving" Communist Russia? This at a time
when mitlions of tons of grain are exported abroad for propaganda
purposes, when all sorts of foreign delegations visit model collective
farms (special display models) and factories in the USSR.
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fn
45-55), Russia has raised the level of light
and
the prewar level. This was accomplished
by a
oners. Those prisoners raised the issue of
improved living conditions an imprbvement essential for any
creature
between nine and eleven hours of
work in
s were shut up like cattle in close,
stinking
h the welt-knbwn "slop buckets").

sgryu of the prisoners were shot, others were crushed by tanks. Many
of them received additional sentences of from ten to twdhty-flve years
and_were put in jail, where thev are to this dav.
This is addressed to the civilised world of the twentieth century
a ce_ntury of education and progress. We feel certain that anyone who
reads these lines will experience revulsion and contempt for the
"just and humanitarian" Communist Party of Russia and the crimes
committed against the nations it has enslaved.
We are not discouraged, because we know that our will for freedom
is founded on natural law, and we believe that the entire civilised
world will uphold us in our cause.

RESOLUTIONS

_

_Be_aring

in mind the foregoing points, w€, the prisoners in

Mordovian special camps, have adopted the following resolutions:

the

I
a. A commission should be appointed for precise verification of the
facts as we have stated them: that Attornev-General Rudenko and
Deputy Minister of the MVD Maslennikov were distinguished by the
cruelty of their conduct in Vorkuta and Noril'sk in 19b3, and in
Karaganda in 1954.

5
ve
su

,4,
ere
no

and Zavod

should be
forty-four

c. We demand that the cemeteries be put in order, that the buildings
and plants on them be razed, and that memorials be erected to the
dead, as a svmbol of perpetual shame to the Red slavedrivers. Since
members of all'nationalities of the world are numbered among the
dead, a special international organisation should be established for
the purpose of erecting these memorials.
d. We demand comprehensive social security for the orphans,
widows, and parents (if they are not flt for work) of these victims of
cruel injustice; also for those persons and their families who have
suffered complete phvsical disabilitv in camps and are unable to
provide for themselves and their families.
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their countries.

ut their sentences

f. We

bepermrotestagainstthe
passing
because

life'
for r:r^
e- -e--

on a mass

basis'

a second. trial and were then
in

eamp

sed

from

ainst the

mines, and forests that became part of.the
or-."itiration should belong to the nations
*orr.La on them and strewed them with

u
w

their bones.

II
control
a. we demand the establishment of an international
earmarked for
aid
of
ditttibrrtion
lrii
tfr"
commissior.
"filri"a-*ittt
for disaster areas (including the USSR)'
underdeveloped-&untrie,
".rd
b, We are wholeheartedlv in favour of
1 and sent
la. This is

re starving.

III
a. Whereas
perpetrated w
Committee of

that the

entir

a-gai!,st the enslaved nations is
tfre Politburo and of the Central
of the Soviet Union' we demand
Soviet Union' be brought before

international justice.
b. Ye
ordered
abroad,
against
B7

IV
we, _ukrainians, make the fotlowing demands on purely national

grounds:

a. All Russian nationals shall be required to leave Ukrainian
territory. They shall not be permitted to return until such time as
Russia abandons her dream of denationalising, assimilating and
evenluallV de_vouring Ukraine
until
ceases to regard herfelf as
- realitv she
Big Erother. It is a distortion of
and of historical fact to speals
of "the union of Ukraine with Russia." ukraine has always been
cruellv enslaved by Russia.
b. We concede the right of other nationals
unless thev have
been sent by the Russian Government for aggressive
purposei
to
live on Ukrainian territory, enjoying equal rights with-the Ukrainian
people. Russians_ m?y live there onlv when they begin to be governed

by general standards of moralitv.
c. As lot g as there are armed forces in the world, the onlv rrnits
stationed in Ukraine are to be composed exclusivelv of Ukrainians
and under the command of Ukrainians; all soldiers and commanders
not of Ukrainian extraction are to be withdrawn beyond the borders
of our country. This also applies to the administrative and security
organs of the MVD.
d. Anyone who violates the laws of Ukraine is to be tried before
a Ukrainian people's or military court; if convicted, his sentence will
be served within the national borders.
Note: We request that the citizens of the rvorld be informed of this
letter by the United Nations, Human Rights Commission.
We have signed with initials and pseudonyms, so as to forestall any

possible consequences.

(Signed by initials and pseudonyms of five deputies from the
women's column and eight deputies from the men's column of

prisoners.)

September 30, 1955.
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TO TIIE UKRAINIANS IN TITE FREE WORLD
Dear Friends:

we wish to take advantage of this opportunilv. tq tell. you briefly
of the
whai tiie eoisfi;ikr' sry aSorrt you -- our- political .6migr6s
in the
i" trt"ii s'il-called iectures and in recent articlesare
last decade
not
give
thq.Uk
to
i,;.H-W" would also like
among
the
of
idea
some
fate
our
to
irraim"t"nt
political prisoners in special-Soviet ca-mp
officials
Lectures o"-Ultrittirt affairs are deli
i,, J[e Mordovian partv, and

"",

}ilff*#T

rf,t"Jt"r;S1:tf:Hli[

Ithough the number of Ukrainian
has been small, the grouP is torn

eaders abroad, calling them "the
discontinued. The

to the Bolsheviks'
lectures, held at
But at the same time,
allowed us to think
rnational politics had
were therefore intensifying their
nt direction. Political prisoners of
us without rancour'
Union

and they

.

AmongPlac-eisoccupied
of

in the lib

"lty

the brochures of

f M. Rudnitskiv

are permeated with monstrous, unhatred for everything Ukrainian and
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word in the Soviet "prison of nations" is hopelessly slanted. We
flrmly believe that, with the benefit of past experience, you witl do
a moral dutv
by the nation upon
.your duty with honour
- vour years inimposed
its political 6migr6s; that
exile will not prove to be
time lost; that vou are using this time to good advantage; and that
you will return to Ukraine with your forces undiminished and with
an awareness of all important theories successfullv practised in
Europe and the rest of the world, so that our nation mav beneflt
from them. We believe that vour long soiourn abroad will not
diminish your longing for your country and that it will not make
you want to live abroad for the rest of your lives.
And now a few words about living conditions among political
prisoners in Soviet special camps during the postwar vears. The

basic features of the Bolshevik prison-camp system have not changed.

Almost all of the special camps are in areas where the climate is
severe (Kolyma, Taymyr, Siberia, Komi, Kazakhstan). Sentences for
political crimes vary in length from flve .years (for a single attempt,
as they say in jest, at "suspect" thought) to twenty-flve years in socalled corrective labour camps, and from fifteen to twenty years
of penal servitude. In the immediate postwar period, famine,
ungndurably hard labour, and appalling sanitary conditions took
a tfll of thousands of political prisoners.
Again in 1948 a so-called strict regime was introduced in the
special camps. The iron-barred barracks were locked at night.
Correspondence was restricted to two letters per year. No one was
permitted to keep cash. There were penal barracks. Prisoners were
not allowed to wear their own clothes but had to wear prison
uniforms with numbers on the back; thev wele not allor,ved to take
notes from books, to engage in handicrafts, to assemble in large
groups, and so forth. A11 this was coupled with twelve hours at hard
labour and a deliberate increase in the v.rork norms.
The unbearable living conditions brought about uprisings in certain
Vorkuta in 1953, Norilsk in the spring and summer
camp centres
of 1953, and-Kingir (Kazakhstan) in 1954. Over fortv thousand
prisoners of different nationalities took part in the uprisings. In
supressing them, the enemv used all kinds of weapons, including
tanks. At the cost of several thousand comrades killed or wounded,
we brought about the abolition of the stricter regime and the
introduction of an eight-hour day.
In the last few years the Bolsheviks have paraded their humanitarianism before the wor1d. Thev issued decrees that also pertained to
political prisoners, but most of them were not put into effect on
a comprehensive scale (the decree releasing invalids from special
camps, the "probationary" release of political prisoners who had
90

served two-thirds of their terms). Following their release from special
camps, prisoners can usually expect to be exiled to Siberia for an

this year, an amnesty was declared for political
collaborated with the Germans during the war.
hevik term for our nationalist prisoners is
"Banderivtsi" or "Ukraino-German Nationalists," and the amnestV
another proof of the perfidy of the Bolshevik
does not apply to us
system.
-

-

For the sake of the truth, we want to say in conclusion that we
hold the name, Ukrainian political prisoners, in deep respect and
that we have, generally speaking, gained favour and recognition
from political prisoners of other nationalities.
God bless you, dear friends. Do not forget us, and keep in mind
your return to Ukraine.
UKRAINIAN WOMEN
Political Prisoners in the
Mordovian Special Camps

Mordovia, 5 October, 1955.
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Kuzma Kazdoba
(Australia)

DEPORTATION TO TTIE ITORTH
Eeminiscenees of a Former prisoner

Sentence
_ ...one day in March 1980., after eight months, imprisonment in
Pervomaysk, my father and I were "summoned frofr- our cell to
appear before the
jail, with ,tt o"r uuro"gi"sr.
This summons wa
*orrths that wL rrra been
fht
in jail. We were
I walked abreast of mv father
hoping to discover from him
a dream, hi
a tinv hope

ew homewa
us to leave
first sentry opened the door and
at a table sat two employees of'
from a folder and read: "Prokh
1867 in the village of Harbuz
Kherson province, and his son
in 1907 on the farm estate Nov
village council, Yelysavethrad
looking keenlv at us, he took the
room. The guards ordered us to st

to keep our hands behind us. In this
At last the doors of the adj
ordered to enter. This room was
and a carpet on the floor. Above
Lenin and Stalin. At the table sat
of him was a folder. At the side
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G.P.U. who had brought in the folder and another person in civilian

clothes who read out: "Prokhor Kazdoba and his son Kuzma Kazdoba?"
Father replied "Yes." Then the civilian ordered father to step nearer

to the table and to hold his hands behind him. I stood behind my
father. The senior official of the G.P.U. asked father "Are .you
a counter-revolutionary?" Father was silent. Then he asked again
angrilv: "Are you a counter-revolutionary?" But father did not
aniwer, only moved his head. Then the official asked whether my
father was arrested in 1920 by CHEKA. Father replied: "Yes." "In

January L92l you were brought before the Tribunal Court in Bratske,
for taking part in the revolutionarv activi
regime and were sentenced by the Tribunal
changed the death sentence to 10 vears impri
with confi.scation of all property." Father again replied "Yes." "In
1923 you were released from jail owing to an amnestv. In L924,
together with your familv, you were deprived of civil rights. In
August 1929 you were arrested by G.P.U. and confined in Pervomavsk
prison." Father acknowledged these facts. I, standing behind him,
saw that his calloused hands trembled from nervous tension. Then
the official ordered me to stand beside my father and said to me: "In
1924 vou were deprived of civil rights, in July 1929 you were refused
enrolment in the Red Armv, as being politically unreliable and in
August 1929 were arrested with your father and imprisoned." I
agreed and the official passed the folder to the civilian, who began
to read: "By the sentence of the Pervomaysk District Closed Court,
as politicallv and sociallv dangerous persons, proved by their taking
part in 1918-1919 rebellion against the Soviet Power, Prokhor
Kazdoba and his son Kuzma Kazdoba are sentenced to deportation
for life into "special camps" in remote parts of the U.S.S.R. All
property belonging to Prokhor Kazdoba becomes the State's." Father
addressed the senior G.P.U. official in a nervous voice: "What are vou
exiling my son for? He is voung and is not guilty of anything. Allot
me the hardest penalty but spare my son." I glanced at my father
and shuddered. His eves were flashing with fury, his face was tense.
He took a step nearer to the table but the guards held him back and
we were led away. We were not taken back to our cell but into the
prison vard. We were ordered to join a group of about thirty peasants
under arrest..Then the guards led us through the prison gates to
where eight carts were waiting for us, guarded by soldiers of the Red
Armv, militia and Komsomol members of Blahodatne district. These
new guards took us over following the prison's roster. We were
seated in the carts and then driven through the streets of Pervomaysk.
On each side of the carts rode armed militia and Komsomol*)
members. People from their houses and passers-by watched us. Many
women waved their white headcloths in farewell and wept.
Frightened girls gave us covert glances but some of the men hurried
past us averting their eyes.

*)

Young Communist League.
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On the Bandurka Railway Station

We were driven eastwards, past Pidhorodne Station to a small
station in the steppe, Bandurka, which was situated over 1G km. from
Pervomavsk. The wheels sank deep into the black soil, sodden with
melting snow, making it difficult for the horses to move. But still it
was easier for them than for us. I sat in deep thought, still hearing the
cruel words of the sentence. o, God, how terrible it was for me. r was

brother, Polikarp. I wanted to stand at their graves and tell them of
my miserv, of my banishment for life, caused by the same hand which
had brought about their early deaths.

with grief. Two of them were crying, the third, the youngest let his
eyes wander across the steppe whilst he talked incessantlv about his
son Mykola. After about three hours, we arrived at the station
Bandurka. The horror that I saw there made me regret our jail,
however wretched it had been.
The station was enclosed bv barbed wire. We were taken over by
new guards and led behind the wire. There stood a train of 15 goods

carriages, guarded by Russian G.P.U. from the North. As the Russian
occupants had no confidence in Soviet Ukrainian G.P.U., thev had to
send their own. G.P.U., militia and Komsomol members from time to
time brought here cartloads of arrested peasants and their families.
Barefooted and clad in rags, thev were cast out into the snow. There
were elderlv, middle-aged and young people, children and even
infants. Some of the women had families of five or six children, the

eldest would be no more than 13 or 14 vears. Some families were
without fathers, thev having been arrested earlier. Under foot the
snow was mixed with soil forming a spring mud. Mothers held in
their arms the youngest children, the rest stood in that swamp, their
feet, their hands and their faces blue with cold. They gathered
around their mothers and held onto the rags, which the Muscovite
invaders had given them instead of their own clothes. These little
prisoners dragged at their mothers and cried: "Mother, mother, let
us go home. I am cold and mv head is aching. Mother, mother, I am
hungry." Some of the mothers lost self-control and tore at their
94
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around m-e, my eygs met those of my eldest brother Mvkhaylo, who
was standing on the other side of the barbed wire fence.'-He was
crving and waving to me. r stood still and waved. back. ,,Get on,'
yelled the guard and with a blow on mv shoulders from his rifle butt
re I leaned on the stove and cried
never see Mvkhavlo again. And so
brother with his wife and three
three, and Joseph, flve years, were
he died
in leBT in statinsk (earrier know" ;lrY;3;:r:irtlJr'r"-i.labour
My father standing bes
was crving. It was
mv fi_rst breakdown in all
imprisonmtnt. The
g,uarg began to close the d
all'pushed towards
the door to take a last look at the rays of the setting ilil at our skv
and our land. Thenit grgw dark in the carriage and onlv the clattering
of the locks was heard. For a v hile deep silence ieigned
in th;
c-arriage, broken only bv the weeping of fhe children. "underneath
the carriage, around it and on top #e could hear the guards- we
heard some official i! charge giv6 orders about shootin-g or-, right.
Then the shrill whistle of the train sounded above us. TEe carriage
ierked and slowlv began to move. Something ached inside us, we a"ll
kneeled in praver, begging God to help us sometimes to return to our
country, even if onlv to die. After a while mv father raised himself
from his knees and stood beside n:e. His teari rolled down mv face:
"My son, now their victory over us is complete," he said and iigt tty
PrqPJgd !!rY head to his breast. In Julv L932 niv father died in jaii

in Vologda.
The wheels of the train turned, carrving their miserable load

onwards, to what fresh horror?

The Journey to the North

two or three hours, but mv father
stove. Near us stood two peasants,
with us. Thev were also without
ge later, after the
eds. We onlv knew
Roman Skorv
ative of mv"fathar,
skaniuk aria Fedir
_,Harbuzynka,
llage of Maria ivka. Thev told us in detail of the
: that the arre ts were made at night, the G.p.U.
aving onlv the rags. If there were
o put
place

were
been

not lie down. rhus sitting on the n3"?ht"r*;-Sr:tJ'"XT ll":t-"1;";:""'*
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bread and water. Skoryk, Zubenko and Pleskaniuk spoke with
gratitude about the peasants of Blahodatne who freq-uently brought
s"ome food for all the arrested. The children especiallv were helped
by having some cooked food. I listened to them, but sti1l had in mind
niiy sisteiAnna with her baby twins and_the four elder ones around
frdi. tne mothers and children exhausted by the events of this dreadful day slept at last. We also felt
shelves to rest having eaten noth
them some nourishment but the

ten. At any
:,1::H?.l'XiS

We travelled all night very quickly without stopping. The flrst
morning of our journey came and daylight began to creep through
the craEks in the doors and the sides of the carriage. I crept from
underneath the plank beds. Mothers sat on the bunks and cried. They
needed warm water to wash their babies and their clothes. However
there was no water in the carriage. In the middle of the carriage
stood a bucket covered with a linen sheet, as toilet. One bucket for
58 people including childre
a queue for it. Some of the
carriage and bitterly wePt,
near the bucket. Some time

in an isolated
10 ozs., and a
important than
and still we tra

about
more

came

r was

covered with human excrements. At last the transport stopped again

with a piece of bread and a bucket of water per carri?g". The

waste
bucket was emptied out at isolated spots. Apart from this no one was
allowed to leave the carriage.
After four days we reached Moscow, the capital of this red inferno.
Here the snow still covered the ground and one could still feel the
morning frost. Our transport was directed to a remote goods station.
In our carriage some babies had become sick. The mothers tearfully
begged the guards for medical help or drugs. Their requests were
turned down with oaths. In Moscow we were given soup from salted
putrified fish and a small piece of dark bread per person. Besides
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water, we also received some firewood. The guards informed us that
we were nearing colder areas. Then the train moved off again to
the North.

The Death of a Baby

Late in the morning our transport stopped in a forest. Again
followed the same procedure: emptving of the buckets, rationing
bread, fish and water. The two men who emptied the bucket were
ordered to remove the dead baby. I will never forget this removal
of the dead body and the grief of the parents.
My father lay most of the time underneath the bunk. He told me
that he did not have the strength to look at the sick children deprived
of any help.
"It is the same in all carriages. oh, Lord! Anna and her babies
perhaps," and he stopped. Later he tried to persuade me not to
despair about our circumstances for we did not know what lay
ahead of us.
Two days had passed since we left the capital of the U.S.S.R. We
stopped in Yaroslavl. The last two days and nights were the hardest.
The air in the carriage was foul. After the soup, made from salted
fish, thirst tormented us but there was no water. The maioritv of the
children contracted diarrhoea. The parents again sought medical help,
but their request was rejected.
Again the train was stopped, not at a station but on the track,
on a high embankment not far from a bridge across the River Volga.
The doors were opened for handing out our bread and water. The
temperature outside was about 250C below freezing point. Looking
down the embankment we could see people crossing the frozen river
by horse sledges and on foot. Thev were all warmlv clad in sheepskin
coats, felt boots and warm caps. Anxiouslv we looked at each other;
where were we being taken in our light attire and with our sick
children? Fear of the unknown gripped us. The doors were again
closed, the bolts clattered and our train moved off further into the
North. It moved verv slowly because of the snowdrifts. Next dav after
Yaroslavl, we stopped at a small crossing in a forest. For the first time
in our journev we received 15 whole uncut 2 lb. loaves of bread per
carriage, also half a herring per person and the usual bucket of water.
As the transport moved slowly northwards we could feel the bitter
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i
v-ery deep and

re

cold creeping
opened

by the

as

ut

this time were

They Wanted Snow

-

Got Bullets

uckets. Not less than flfty of the
with snow in the vicinitv.of_the
same, shots were fired behind us,
but we did not think that theY were being fired at us. But as the
bullets whistled past me I looked up and saw the guards running from
the last two carriages and shooting at us. In the carriage women

from the

carr

young men tr
irain.-Just as

screamed.

"Kuzma, help me!" I turned. It was Peter Pleskaniuk, ,qy frlen{
from the village Marianivka. A bullet had pierced his chest. His blood
marked the sn-ow with dark red spots. But at that moment we thought

only
Sorn
into
a di

carrlagg.

all child,
running

into the
carriage but they went above us. The doors were slammed, the bolts
clicked and the train rolled awav.
We felt as if onlv death lav before us, and fear lav upon us. The
tragic despair of Peter Pleskaniuk's parents, his brother Mvkola and
sister Raya moved us all.
We left behind us on the snow not onlv young Pleskaniuk but also
wounded men from other carriages. Mv father begged me to be more
careful in the future and I said to him: "Father, I would never have
thought that vou were so strong." IV_Iy father looked at me and said:
"That was a different strength - that of a parent." And he placed
North, the less the
h
d thirst tormented
d
two-Year old child
n
somewhere in the
d
forest. All the mothers cried, even some of the fathers.
In other carriages people were going through the same agony. And
what of the other numerous transports directed bv G.P.U. from
Ukraine to the far North, to Ural, Siberia and Kazakhstan?
The Night of Separation

One late evening our train stopped. Through the gaps in the
carriage we could see that we were in a large goods station. We sat
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in the dark. gtly the sick children's cries and heavy breathing
broke the silence. After midnight movement was heard near the train.
cold wind and frost.
of them held a piece
r everybody is to be
children with them."
Then he went away, leaving the other in the doorway. From him we
Iearned that we were in Vologda. After a while Ifre flrst official
r
called according to a
r
immediatelv. Men over
6
ight, women, girls and
c
17 to G0 had to remain
inside the carriage.
so he had to go out and I had to remain
me: "My son, this is a hard moment. We
elieve that we shall see each other again.
silently_

me.,,

of the carriage, I could
n minutes later I saw
elderlv people. I was
some sort of a scarf
around his neck. I called out: "Father, you'll die of cold. Where is
your sheepskin coat?" "I found Anna and covered the children with

D-uring the calling out of old men and young bovs, women were
-bidding
good-bye to their husbands and elder sons and the children to
their fathers and brothers. In the carriage there was crving and

screaming of women and children. Then the women's and children,s

were also women of over 60 vears of age.
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placed

were

s

louder,
The
group and under G.P.U. guards a
where into the forest.
We who remained sat in the locked carriages. I cannot express rn
*orai *v r"n";i"g dili"g those moments. I filt that my mind would
not be able to endure it, that I would go insane.
We Are Disembarked

In our carriage
Skorvk, who was
and his daughter
wife and his onlv
Wt V are we priiitfr"a? Whv are the children taken awav from us?
the
Wfi'"t *itt b6come of them?" Tt
carriage. They either IaY down on
ded
At fr"*n, db -"" and'older boy
and
to us. We were gi""o a piece of bi

corn flelds and father was saYin

." My childish heart was flIled

v bright flowers. I was haPPY

He knew that

I

I

t this was mine. He was haPPY
nd, the hand of his Youngest son.
would support him in his old age'

p well my son, do not folget me."
and cried: "Oh, Lord! How can
hands
my
with
eyes
my
covered

I help him?"

I was ready to break unde
planks, so I crawled into the
ihere was a knock on the
detrainment was given. At last

,-*tit" voices were heard outside the carriage, prisoners were
evidently being unloaded from other carria-ges.
Then tame 5ur turn. We heard the rattling of the lock, the doors
**-n.trg open and three people appeared, of whom one was in
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G.P.U. uniform and two were in civilian clothes. But the latter were
also G.P.U. officials, judging bv their healthv faces and good clothes.
One of the civilians held a piece of paper in his hand from which he
called our names.
We came out from the c
It was a wonderful dav, the_ sun showed
om our carriages
stood four horse-sledges
were ordered to

as "Special Sett1ers." Thus we learned what we had become. "Accordi-ng to the_ plan of appropriate authority, you have been brought here

from the Ukraine as enemies of the Soviet Government. The Northern

would be built in time bv us and would become our permanent

places of residence, to which our families would be brought.

"You are under the orders of G.P.u.," continued the onicial "and

if rooted to the spot. The words "permanent place of settlement',
rang a death knell in our ears and with it all hope vanished.
Marching to Our Destination
Before us lay 100 km. to be made on foot. We marched in double
file, with two of the sledges with militia at the head of the column
and two at the rear, on each of which was a huge dog.
I02

along our column, looking closelv at us.
Then our column moved eastwards by a narrow snow-covered
path, through a pine and fir forest. In the forest the snow was about
2 metres deep. Luckily for us there was no big frost. I marched beside
Roman Skoryk. The sun set but we sti1l marched, weary, with
lagging steps.
It was almost dark when we came to a small village of about twenty
cottages in a forest clearing. We were ordered to stop and wait in
the street. Someone touched mv shoulder. I turned and saw mv uncle
Trofym Kazdoba. I was overjoved to see him. He told me that he had
noticed me at the station but had not been able to approach me as he

train. Our host told us to lie on the boards, five persons on each. No
one understood what he meant by boards or where we should find
them. Our host repeated his request but no one moved. At last my
uncle asked him what the boards were. The host pointed to two large
boards near the ceiling. If one sat on them one's head would touch
the ceiling. After this explanation we climbed up a ladder to these
boards. TIie host explained that when the temperature fell to 45-500C
below zero, he took the cow and his horse into the room and the
warmer there.
familv
and being exhausted soon fell
We I
. We all woke uP more or less
asleep.
was biting us. It proved to be
at th-e
bed bugs, so
ater and then bY
In the mor
with mY uncle.
order of the
rost. We walked
The weather
the whole day without anv rest and were more tired than the day
before. In the evening we came to a village of about 30-40 houses.
The inhabitants of this village were not pleased to see us. We were
again grouped in tens and taken to the houses. This time my group
was taken to a better familv. The owner told lrs that the country was
poor, that the onlv vegetables grown were potatoes and even of
potatoes they did not have enough, that no wheat grew there, that
manv people had never seen white bread, that sugar, salt, tea and
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tobacco could be obtained only with difficulty, the same also applying
to clothes, which were home-woven.
.He told us also that the poor local inhabitants were troubled by the
coming of new settlers, beCause the shortage of food would be greater.
-'In the evening we again received some bread and half a fish per
person. The night passed quietly as we were not troubled by bed bugs.

The third day of our marching did not differ in any way frorn the
first two. In the evening we again stopped in a village. We were
ordered to be ready for further marching at daybreak, so that we
rnjght reach Mishutino forest centre
our working point in daylight.
"The fourth day of marching completely
exhausted us. Our feet
almost refused to move. But we comforted ourselves with the thought
that it was the last dav of our marching and that we would then
be able to rest.

Towards the evening we approached the village Mishutino. Here we
were met by the commanding officer and G.P.U. men. He looked
at us, at our light torn attire and asked how we hoped to work in
the forest in winter clothed thus. These were the first humane words
we had heard from an official. Someone answered that we had not
thought about this as we had been brought bv force.
We were billetted with villagers as before. During the distribution
of bread the guards informed us that in the morning we would be
moved to a camp about 15 km. from there. There we should live and
from there we should be marched to lumber-cutting work.

At Our Destination
Next morning, the fifth day of marching, we were gathered near the
forestry headquarters, and after being given the usual bread and half
a flsh we were divided into two groups. The group where I, my uncle,
Roman Skoryk, and friends were was sent into the forest first. We
crossed the River Yemba which flowed into the Voga, a tributarv of
Northern Dvina. About B km. from the "camp" we turned from the
road into a narrow path, covered with snow through which we
frequently fell.
In the afternoon we came to an old wooden hut. This was our
"special camp." It was covered with snow so deep that the windows
could not be seen and only the upper part of the door appeared above
the snow. We cleared the snow from the windows and the door and
were then admitted into this hut one by one. My turn came also. I saw
a small corridor with three doors, one on the right, one on the left
and one at the end. A militia official instructed me to go through the
left door and I entered a low room with two rows of wooden bunks
on one side of it, on which we were ordered to sit side bv side. When
the first part of the hut was fllled, the official admitted people into
the other part. Each part of this barrack had a little window. In the
middle of the hut stood a clav stove, about 1,5 m. long, 1 m. high and
1 m. wide. Above the stove hung a tin cover. In two corners of the
ceiling were two outlets of about L5-25 cm. for smoke. When the fire
burned in the stove, the smoke collected near the ceiling and went out
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by these two holes. This was a "Russian black stove."_A q_uarter. of
tie walls and the ceiling were covered with soot, like the inside

of a chimney.
We made a flre, which burned through the night, warming us and
me stood
drying
'6loudour rags. I slept on the upper bunk and above
of smoke. The boards were covered with dry moss, which
a
smelt mouldy. Our two militia guards remained in the corridor.
In the morning of the next day "comrade" Krvlov, the G.P.U.
commander, and fi.ve armed guards arrived to remind us once more
that we were under G.P.U. command and would be responsible to
him for breaking any regulations. He also introduced us to the timetable of our working day. We had to get up at 5 a.ffi., march to
working points and begin work at 6 a.m. Have our lunch between
12-1 and work further tilI 6 p.m. At 7 p.m. we would be supplied with
food and checked through and at 10 p.m. retire for the night. During
our stay in the hut and during work we were guarded bv two militiamen. At work we were to be under brigadiers, which were selected
by the G.P.U. When we were in the hut we would be permitted to
walk out from it to a distance of 50 paces onlv, beyond that was a
prohibited zone.
After this the commander read out our rations: For a dav's work
50 gms. (1 Iq.) of bread,- 40 gms.
a special se
(Lrlz ozs.) of fish, 5 gms. (tls oz.) of
(11/z ozs.) of
sugar and 7
of 15 and were given tools for
We were
felling trees.
The Dread Slavery

That afternoon, without being given any food we were driven to
working points. The
dragged on through
their shoes, manv ha
After an hour we stopped in a dense pine-fir forest. We began to
work. First we cleared the snow from the trees, then cut the tall pines
and flrs which fell into the deep snow. We cut off the branches,
removed the bark and stacked the trunks into piles. The branches and
smaller wood were cut for firewood. There was no set amount of
work that we had to do but we worked very hard.
In such a way began our slaverv. We thanked God that the frost
was not too severe, otherwise, badlv clothed and exhausted through
malnutrition, as we were, we would not have come through this
ordeal. In addition, tormenting thoughts about our families and their
fate never left us.
The armed brigadiers demanded from us thorough work. Two
guards walked from one group to another, watching us and on the alert
for any attempts at flight. But both they and we knew that any
attempts of flight at this time of the vear were impossible. The forest
paths and the whole forest were covered with snow and anv roads
through it were guarded bv militia and Komsomol members.
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When at 7 p.m. we returned to our hut we hurried to start a fire.

a grey colour.

When we left for work it was still dark and when we returned from
work the dusk had set in.
The Easter Divine Service

So came Easter-time
in the far North, in exile. Palm Sundav
was verv hard for us. Heavy
snow was falling incessantlv, covering
us in the forest, making our hard work more difficult. Then came
Good Fridav and Easter Sunday. We returned from work physicallv
exhausted and depressed. After the evening roll-call we all resolved
not to go to work the next dav, Easter Sunday. Whatever should
hap_pe! to us for this defiance, we were prepared to meet, but we a1l
wished to observe Christ's Resurrection Day. It was certain that for
not going to work our dailv ration would be withheld.

Aft

bodv
tt'Get

stars

There was stillness in the hut. I could hardlv hear the words from
the Bible that someone was reading. I caught the familiar odour of
burning wax candles, which woke in me nostalgic memories about
beautiful Easter-time at home. I raised mvself on my elbow and
Iooked around our hut. Three small candles were burning in the
middle of the room, around them were gathered about half of us,
the rest were joining them. f rose and stood with them. One of us,
Zotiv read almost in a whisper from a small Bible, which he had
brought with the candles from home.* We all stood and praved, while
tears rolled down our faces. We were no longer people who lived in
Ukrainian villages and farms. In the dim light we looked more like
phantoms: dark, thin, tired and in ra-gs. Having read the Bible, Zotiv
took out of his bag a big swede, peeled it, cut it into small pieces and
placed them on the end of the boards. Then after reading a few more
passages from the Bible, he uttered three times in a whisper: "Christ
is Risen!" "He is risen indeed!" We answered, choking back our tears.
Then Zotiv shared with each of us a piece of swede...*<{<
...The Mondav came like all the other Mondays, our rest dav, free
from work. At seven o'clock in the evening we received our rations.
Manv consumed theirs before reaching their bunks.
*) He was a reliable peasant about 50-55 years old, blind in one eye. He had
lived on a farm at Kaminnyy Potik on the River Mertvovody, about 10 km. from
my home.
x{c) rffhich took the place of our traditional Easter cake, "Paska.,'
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Tuesday awaited us with its hard labour
a piece
- all dayuswithout
for our refusal
of bread. We rose with the thoughts: what awaited
to work on Sunday?
At six o'clock, the commanding officer Krvlov appeared. His
shouts and cursing of God and religious observance of rites nearly
deafened us. Then full of rage he asked us whv we had not appeared
at work. We did not answer. This further enraged him, but we
remained silent. A militia officer answered for us, that our refusal to
work had been because of Easter Sundav. This brought further
shouts from Krvlov, that religion and its rites were merely narcotics
and were quite without meaning and stupid; and threatened that
should we refuse again to work, he would punish us twice as severelv.
We were then driven into the forest. Unending days of ceaseless
labour stretched before us again. There was no hope left to us, our
doom was sealed.
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